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Four Motorists

Coand Orders

Allegan Council

Agree to Attend

New Sidewalks

Awards Contract

For Several Spots

For Stora

School

Traffic

Nine Others

V

HOLLAJND

Tho Newt Hot Boon

Appear

In Municipal

Court

Thursday Night
Four

motoristi

among

13
appearing in Traffic Court Thursday night, are headed for courses
in driver education after pleading guilty to traffic violation
charges before Municipal Court
Judge Cornelius vender Meulen.
Agreeing to attend the school
are Pete Badillo, Jr, 18, of 74
East Eighth St, imprudent speed;
Lloyd Haskins, 23, of 3261 Columbia Ave., speeding; Kenneth Dams,
23, of 200 East 14th St, speeding;
Roger Naber, 19, of 165 East 18th
St, failure to yield right of way.
Others paying fines in court
recently were Henry Le Poire, 18,
route 2, Zeeland,speeding, |17;
Lloyd Zimmerman,55, route 1,
stop street,$5 suspended;Edith
Biggs, 71, of 111 East Eighth St.;
stop street, $5 suspended;Lila
Ann Vredeveld,19, of 44 South
Pine Ave, Zeeland, speeding, allowing passengers to ride on
fenders, $22.

Calvin Klaver, 20, Grand Rapids, permittingunlicensed person
to drive, $10; Lavern DeWent, 23,
Hudsonville, interfering with
through traffic, $12; Paul De
Roos, 18, of 438 Harrison Ave,
excessive speed, $12; Willis
Raterink,17, route 1, Zeeland,
speeding, stop' street, $28.90; Edward Jousma, 18, of 60 East
Eighth St, reckless driving, $43,-

Notices to Be Mailed

Kalanazoo Finn Hired

To Property Owners;

To Rid City

Resarfacini Bid Let

hied*
ALLEGAN (Spedal) /— Gty
Council memberf Monday night
approved the low bidder on the

regular meeting Wednesday night
after

Gty Manager Harold Me-

Clintock presented a sidewalk
survey listing his recommendations..

Notices were scheduled to be
mailed out from Gty Engineer
Jacob Zuidema’s office today
ordering property owners listed to
construct sidewalks withia 30
days.

Michigan ColproviaCp.

of
Grand Rapids was awarded a contract on a bid of $28,428 to resurface a mile and three-quarters
of dty streets. The resurfacing was approved at* the July 7
coundl meeting—with the cost
estimated at $40,000. One other

—

Flaming

torches touched off gasoline soaked wooden
buildings

of the Holland Rendering Works

Monday night while

several thousand persons
gathered to watch. The site sits astride the
US-31 bypass east of Holland which will
connect up with the present US-31 and M-21.
Officialsof Carl Goodwin and Sons, contrac-

tors from Allegan, said the fire was the simplest

way to

clear 'the land after ifemoval of
machinery. Ottawa County deputieswere on
hand to control the heavy traHic and crowds
who were forced back by the intense heat os
Holland Township firemen set the buildings on
fire, one by one.

(Sentintlphoto)

Dump

Of Riti and

Gty Council ordered several
new sidewalkseonstructed at its

50-YEAR-OLD BUSINESS ENDS

Sewer

THANK YOU, HOLLAND— That

Water St. storm sewer project
and an agreement for. rat and
insect control at the dty dump

will bt tha message offered

by Mayor and Mrs. Rene J. Q. H. Roell of Haamstedein The
Netherlandswhen they are honored at a luncheon Saturday
noon in tho Warm Friend Tavern. Mayor Roell't town was one of
the hardest hit in the destructiveflood of 1953. They are touring
tho Unitod States extendingthanki from thoir community for
tho flood rtliof given by various communitiosin this country.

Mrs. Ella Goodrich

Succumbs

at

Cobb

on s monthly basis.
Henry Compton, South Haven,
was declared low bidder on the
sewer. His bid totaled $1479.50,
almost $600 less than original
estimates for the job.
Arwell, Inc., of Kalamazoo, wSs
given a contract to control rats

and

Dutch Couple

insects at city dump.

Charges

for the first year will be $270,
$50 for the first month and $20 a
month thereafter.The work will
start during July.

Pine Rest

Mrs. Ella Goodrich Cbbb, wife
of Willard A Cobb, 244 CoUege
City Manager P.H. Beauvais
Ave., died at 1:30 a.m. today at
reported that fourth quarter
Pine Rest Sanitarium where she
Mayor Harry Harringtonwill trunk line maintenancework
had been for s year. She was 83 present ‘ officialgreetings of called for payment of $2,561.59by
.
company bid against Michigan years
the state . highway department.
Bom April 6, 1871 at Saugatuck Holland to Joonkheer and Ma- This brought the total for the
Colprovia.
dame
Rene
J.QJL
Roell
of
HtamCouncil approved a bid of $2,- she was the daughterof the late
fiscal year to $14,466.
517 for 80,500 tulip bulbs for the Mr. and Mrs. Amoa Deming. She itede, The Netherlands Friday
He reported that 50 used park1955 festival from the Drost lived her entire married life in morning.
ing meters had been purchased
Bulb Co. of Noordwyk,Nether- Holland and formerly operated
The couple are touring the and that the company had guarthe Goodrich rooming house at United States at their own ex anteed $U credit on each if tradlands.
The much-srgued dispute over 75 East Ninth St. She was a pense to personally thank the ed in on new meter*.
the alley between 18th and 19th member of Hope Church.
various American groups that
Field wprk for the off-street
Surviving besides the husband aided their country during the puking project is now underway.
Sts. running from River to Pine
Aves. was. tabled by Council for are several nieces and nephews. disastrous floods in March, 1953. Beauvais said, and this, together
Funeral services will be held
further study. Many who orginal
Roell Is mayor of Haamstede with the survey being made of

Aimes Friday

old.

~

ly petitioned the dty to vacate Saturday at 2 p.rti. at Dykatra on the Schouwen Duiveland Is- the city's electric power situathe alley withdrew their Funeral Chapel with Dr. Marion land which was one of the most tion, la taking much of hit *time.
90.
names after a petition opposing de Velder of Hope Church offi- seriously damaged In the flood.
Beauvais also said that the
Anne Logsdon, 48, of 7 West
ciating. Burial will be In River- A luncheon is planned to honor Westinghouse ElectricCompany
the move was filed.
29th St, failure to yield right of
A letter of resignationfrom side Cemetery at Saugatuck. the mayor and his wife Saturday would bring a trailer display on
way, $12; Vem Hohl Jr, 21, East
Mrs. Ray Fehrlng of the Hospi- Friends may call at Dykstra Fun- noon in the CentennialRoom of new street lightningequipment
Lansing, failure to yield right of
tal Board was accepted. Mrs eral chapel Friday from 7 to 9 the Warm Friend Tavern.
t6 Allegan Aug. /4. Gty officials
way, defective brakes, 312; Dale
Fehring, who was instruments! In p.m.
All persona who participatedIn from other area towns are being
ALLEGAN
(Special)— Attorney
Weighmink, 17, of 432 West 32nd
organizingthe Hospital Auxilithe flood relief work are Invited invited hero to view the display,
Leo Hoffman, w-ho convinced a
St, imprudent speed, $14,70;
ary, is moving to Pasadena,Calif,
to attend. Reservations should bo said.
Harve? Jalving, 21, of 233 East
jury last week that societydentist
where her husband has obtained
be made by calling the Nether11th St, speeding, $25.
to
a position.
Kenneth
B.
SmaH
was
insane
lands InformationService office
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Gilbert Lamar, 17, finite 1,
Petitionsrequesting the pavat 3174.
when
he shot his wife’s suitor 16
failure to yield right of way, $12; First it was the bank clerks, then
ing of 30th St from Central to
Zeeland will pay honor to the
death
on
May
29,
filed
a
petition
Delwyn Weener, 19, of 6 East the county workers, and now It’s
Michigan Avea and Elmdale Ct.
couple with a public meeting at
of
in
Allegan
County
Circuit
Court
80th St, stop street, $7 suspend- the dty employes.
from 24th to 26th Sts. ware rethe city hall auditorium Friday
ed; Bernard Van Ark, 20, Grand
Wednesday asking that a comferred to the dty manager for
They
aU want Saturday mornings
Two trucks were badly damag night
Following Zeeland’s lead, Hol- atudy and report.
Rapids, failure to keep an assured
njission decHre Dr. Small sane. land will throw out the welcome
ed but the drivers escaped injury
clear distance ahead, $7; Thomas off.
A ruling won’t be handed down mat for Mayor Rene J. Q. H. Roell The Board of Public Work* re- in an accident at 2 p.m. WednesLarkin, 18, Grand Rapids, exOnly group that hasn’t gotten
port induded collectionsof $186,day five miles south of Holland Albert Swiftney Die*
ALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan’s
on the request until next week, from the Netherlands Saturday.
cessive speed, $10.
564.10 for the month of June. Exits way yet is the city contingent.
at the big curve on US-31.
board of education has approved a
Zeeland
is
honoring
the
Dutch
Jaime Santiago, 25, route 1, no
however. Hoffman said that Judge
penditures
of
$23,816.23
were
At ConvaleKent Home
But they started another drive
Involved were a 1950 feed truck
mayor and his wife Friday night at listed by the BPW. Gty expendischool calendar virtuallyidentical
operator’s license, $3.20; Gerrit
Raymond L. Smith had extended
driven
by
Lambert
Heidema,
36,
for
workless
Satmfday
mornings
at
8
in
the
Gty
Hall
where
Roell
will
to last year’s, according to Mrs.
Strabbing, 79 West 15th St, perGRAND
HAVEN*
(Special
tures were reported at $58,036.70
his Northern Michigan vacation express his community’s thanks
of 188 East 27th St., and a ‘50
F. R. Hunter, board secretary.
mitting unlicensed person to drive, Monday’s council meeting. A simiAlbert
Swiftney,
76,
of
904
Slayincluding$27,66017 ki hospital
model truck driven by Carl Ben- ton St., died at 1 p.m. Wednesday School will open Sept. 9, follow$5; Harry Lenon, 41, Shelby, Im- lar request two years ago was de- until Saturday or Sunday and that for aid received from this area claims.
proper loading, $12; Benjamin nied and this one didn’t get too far, he wouldn’t be back in court until during the disastrousfloods of
In the Hillcrest Convalescent ing registration,Sept 1 to 3 and
Much discussion In the 90-miri- jamin York, 41, South Haven.
Heidema, traveling south, col Home. He had been In ill health teachers’conferencesat St Mary’s
March,
1953.
Jansen, 42, of 102 East 24th St, either.
Monday.
ute meeting centered around the
lided headon with the York truck,
Lake camp, Sept. 7 and 8.
Roell is the Burgomaster of
failure to yield right of way, H.
117
for two years.
Twenty employes were on hand
When Smith left Saturday,he Haamstede on the Schouwen Dui- new Holland Gvic Center.
headed north, when Heidema at
suspended; Gerrit Ballast, 31, of to present a petitionrequesting a
He waa born In Spring Lake Christmas vacationwiU run from
After discussion over a couple
97 West 19th St, speeding, $20; 40-hour work week by cutting all had expected to return to Allegan veland Island in the provinceof of technicalities,Council agreed tempted to continue down the townshipSept. 22, 1877, and had Dec. 23 to Jan. 5 and there will be
Zeeland. The island was one of to lease a 15 by 18 foot office New Richmond road instead of lived in this vicinity all his life. no spring vacation except for Good
Edwin Ter Haar, 18, of 720 East Saturday labor — including closing Wednesday. 1
Eighth St, stop street, $5; Gordon
Hoffman Is asking that Smith the most seriouslydamaged in the room on the main floor of the around the curve. The Heidema His first wife, Jennie Zuldema, Friday, April 7.
the City Hall which is now open
truck was demolishedand dam died in 1930, and in 1939 he marDecoration of the high school is
Vander Bie, 27, of 637 West 27th until noon on Saturday.Present apply a 1947 law which he claims flood.
Center plus some basement storSt, speeding,$10.
Plans for the luncheon are being age space to the Holland Cham- age to the York truck was esti- ried' Mrs. Annetta Brower. A son, now in progress and the board
hours for the Gty Hall Monday
mated at $1,000.
Dick Slikkers, 68, Hamilton, through Friday are from 8 a.m. to gives a judge power to appoint a handled by William H. Boer, chair- ber of Commerce for $150
Harry, preceded him in death in hopes that it wilj be possible to
sanity
commission
to examine perinstall new wiring there prior to
stop street, $5 suspended;Milton 5 p.m.
man of the Holland flood relief month. The lease la for one year. Deputy Henry Bouwman, who 1929.
sons acquitted of murder because
Barkel, 38, of 200 West 19th St,
He was • member of First Re- opening of school.
Coundl declined to discharge if investigating,said Heidema
On deadline days for city bills, of insanity. This would save Small committee, and Willard C. Wichen
speeding, $11.20; Nelson Riemerdirector of the Netherlands Infor- the Civic Center committee "until will be charged with failurs to formed Church and the men’s
New desks have arrived for a
the City'Hall doesn’t lock the doors the time and trouble of submitting
yield the right of way.
sma, route 2,v Zeeland, speeding, until 8 p.m.
mation Service.
Bible class. He formerlywas em- new first grade room being esthe building is completed and acto
a
long,
tedious
examination
at
$10.
ployed at Bastian Blessing Co., tablishedat tho Dawson school.
Mayor Claude Ver Duin ex- the state mental hospitalin Ionia. It will be held Saturday noon in cepted.” In a letter, the comPaying $1 parking fines were
The board has also approved •
the Centennial Room of the Warm mittee had pointed out that its
and retired in 1949.
plained to the employes that the
But Prosecutor Dwight Cheever
Arlene Van Raalte, 565 Sunset
Friend Tavern and all persons par- duties were finished with the
Besides the wife, he is survived budget for the coming school year
request comes at a difficult time— told Smith after the verdict that
Six
Dr, Jack Vande Vusse, 21, route
by four daughters,Mrs. Frank calling for expenditures slightly
when the city is mulling wage in- he should order Small to Ionia ticipatingin flood relief wqrk are closing stages of construction.
1; D.C. Wolgemuth, of 68 East
invited to attend— but they must
Modrack and Mrs. Wilford Van higher than last year. The rural
A special atudy committee was
creases. He said it is not likely under a 1939 law which makes
30th St.; Dorothy Mannes, Holmake reservationsbecause of lim created after Couqpil balked at
Hall of Grand Haven, Mrs. John student transportationrate was set
that the city would be able to both this mandatory for all acquitted
land; Fred Meyer, 608 Lawndale
Set
(or
ited space.
Prins of Holland and Mrs. David at $60 but no action has been takMcGlntock’a
recommendation
to
wages and cut hours.
of murder through insanity.
Ct; Russell Roberts, Grand increase
Those wishing to attend should purchase a canvass floor cover
Hlnd&l of Spring Lake; eight sons en as yet on the tuition fee.
City Manager R. V. Terrill addCheever
contends
Small,
who
Rapids; Vernon Drost, 243 East
The board will meet twice a
Bert of Spring Lake, Comiel of
call the information service office for the Center front the West
Six
yachts
from
the
Macatawa
ed that a 40-hour work week would was found not guilty by reason of
112th St.; and Richard Collins,
at 3174.
Michigan Canvass Spedalties Co. Bay Yacht Club will sail in the Grand Rapids, John of Muskegon month on the second and fourth
necessitatemore overtime pay for insanity for the killing of Jules
577 Michigan Ave, who paid $4.
Holland for $1,537.72.
Handling the Zeeland program k of Hoi
gruelling Chicago-to-Mackinac
Is- and Gerrit, Henry, Robert, Rich- Wednesday.At the July 28 meeting,
such tasks as snowplowing. He said Lack, must be committed to the
Several bids were submitted on land race this weekend to form ard and Ernest of Grand Haven; books and records of the King disDr.
D.
C.
Bloemendaal,
former
that the street, water, park and Ionia State Hospital for the crimmayor of Zeeland and director of the floor covering ahd they range the second largest fleet entered two sisters, Mrs. Jennie Hughson trict which was annexed to AUegan
other city departments should be inally insane before any sanity
of Grand Haven and Mrs. Grace recently, wUl be turned over to the
Zeeland's
flood relief committee all the way from approximatelyfrom one club.
consideredseriouslyin this respect. test may be held. Once he is comPolice Arrest
Only the Chicago Yacht Gub it Mavety of Kalamazoo; 23 grand- AUegan district, according to Mrs.
Only a few weeks ago, Grand mitted to Ionia, all legal action Also present will be Wichers, May- $1,000 to in excess of $2,000
Upon Coundlman Raymond Hoi entering more boats than MBYC. children; 10 great grandchildren, Hunter.
Haven and Spring Lake banks de- to determinehis sanity would be or Robert S. De Bruyn, Nicholas
werda’s urging, Coundl dedded
stepsons, Maurice
Frankena,
another
former
mayor
Expected to show well in Class and
cided to close things *up on Satur- initiatedin Ionia County.
that due to the unusuallylarge A is Hugh Schaddelee’s Hilaria Brower and Terrence Brower,
and
Holland’s
Cornelius
vander
After
day mornings just for the summer.
“I guess this is never going to
The Ottawa County Board of Sup- die down,” Small said. "One thing Meulen, who was state directorof span of bid figures, the aitua which took second in the Port both of Holland.
tion warranted spedal study be- Huron-to-Mackinac grind last
P/ivate prayer services will be Tulip Tine, Inc.
Five Holland and Zeeland ervisors closed the court house on is for sure. I haven’t got the the drive.
weekend. Schaddelee skippered held at the family home Saturday
youths were ordered to return Saturday mornings at their June money.' It seems as if the Lack Roell and his wife are touring the fore a final decision.
A discussion developed on the Hilaria directly from Mackinac at 1:30 p.m. followed by public
July 31 for sentencing after session.
family would want to keep this United States at their own expense
to give thanks to various American proposed parking lot' at the Gvic Island to Chicago to await the servicesat Van Zantwick Funeral Directors
pleading guilty to charges of
out of court.”
Center. McClintocksaid he would its
Chapel at 2 p.m. with the Rev.
tart of the race.
cities.
furnishing beer to minors as the
Small said he probablywill be
have the bids on the project ready
Also participatingfrom MB^E Harland Steele officiating. Burial
aftermath of, a beer party late
representedby Hoffman in the
Board of Directors of Tulip
for the next coundl meeting on are Hollia Baker's Whisper, will be in Spring Lake Cemetery.
Tuesday night south of Holland.
civil suit filed on behalf of Lack’s Court House Employes
Time,
Inc., met Wednesday afterAug 4. He estimatedthe cost of Harold Sears’ and Charles Bisa Entering guilty pleas to
two children for loss of “his
noon in the Chamber of Commerce
the lot with a six-inch gravel base sell’s Revenge, W. D. Nansen’s
separatecharges were Paul Voloffices and mapped plans for a
(Lack’s) love and affection and Stage Birthday Party
and a two-inch asphalt surface Raratonga, Charles Phelps’ Cor- ‘Don't Be a Table Ho|/
kers, 20, of 303 West Main St,
round-table meeting sometime in
income
they would have received
At
to
at $20,000 to $25,000. ‘
vette
and
Commodore
Garke
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Zeeland; Bob Wierda, 19, of 193
had he lived.”
the fall to solicit suggestions for
Aik*
Park
Manager
McClintock
then
reported
that
Field’s Reverie, which is sailing
Ottawa House employes were en
West 15th St, Allen Kraal, 18,
improvements.
Deputies at the Allegan County
A truck driver was injured and
of route 1, Zeeland; Don New- his 1953 semi received damage es- jail said that Small has spent the tertained with a birthday party he had been contacted by one its first race of the season.
Another matter considered was
Don’t be a "table hog.”
dtizen who felt that the parking
Most of the MBYC boats left
house, 19, of 277 East 12th St.; timated at $5,000 following a col- last couple of days quietly, and lunch in the supervisorsroom
the budget. Books wUI be closed
That
was
Holland
State
Park
and Jason Raterink, 20, of 229 lision with a convertible two miles that only a few visitors from Al- Tuesday afternoon, by fellow em- lot should be landscaped with Wednesday night to participatein Manager Gare Broad's request to early in the faU and submitted for
tome kind of shrubbery and the "longest fresh water soiling
Lincoln Ave, Zeeland.
south of Holland on US-31 at legan have been tricklingin. They ployes whose birthdays occur dur flowers on "islands” throughout
visitors today as he complained auditing.
ing June and July.
race in the world.” Shortest posAlso appearing before Munici- 12:45 ajn. Wednesday.
The group also discussed flower
reportedno long-distance phone
that many persons are not giving
sible distance to navigate the run
From
beautifully appointed the lot
pal Court Judge Cornelius vander
The truck driver, Charles Bake- calls.
others a chance to use the tables. plantings and voted to purchase
Coundlman
Robert
Vlsscher is 331 miles.
table,
decorated
with
yellow
can
Meulen Wednesday was Ray War- man, 23, Dowagiac, was reported
‘Tin just catching up on my
s "Some people put their stuff on new flats for the Holland Tulip
The 55-yacht fleet will leave Chidies in crystal candelabra and cut agreed with this stand and urged
ren, 26, of 201 130th Ave, who in good condition at Holland Hos- sleep” Small said.
the
tables In the morning, and Gty Garden Gub to plant bulbs
pleaded guilty to selling beer to pital today where he is undergo- Tuesday, Small was handed a flowers, ice cream, cake and oof that the lot be "glamourized” in cago by classes Saturday morning. leave it there until late in the for the flower show.
stead
of
"a
Mg
black
space
of
The bigger boats are expected to
minors. He was fined $103.90. ing treatment for a fractured left summons in his jail cell notifying fee was served, with Bernard
Dates for the 1955 festivalare
evening,” he said. "We think It
nothing.”
start arming at Mackinac Island
Police said the five boys and shoulder.
expected
to be set at the next
him of the $250,000 damage suit Bymhold, one of the custodians, "We’ve stuck $700,000 into this
would be a lot more considerate
late Sunday night, but some of the
five teenage girls were arrested
meeting.
Driver of the car, Jack Ste- filed against him by Mrs. Jean A. and Sidney C. Hurlburt of the project,” Visscher said. "Let’s
if they'd use the tables only when
smaller yachts may be delayed
shortly before midnight near 120th wart, 40, Niles, was treated for Lack, the divorced wife of Small’s School Commissioners Office,
Attending were W. A. Butler,
they need them to prepare and
make it look like $700,000.”
until as long si Tuesday morning.
Ave. and 16th St, after a resi- minor cuts and bruises and re- victim, 45-year-old New York play- pouring.
president; W. H. VandeWater,
eat meals.” 0
Supporting
the
stand
for
"isThose whose birthdays fall dur
dent who lived a half-mile away leased. South Haven State Police boy, Jules Lack.
secretary; Laveme Rudolph, vice
Ing June are deputy county tree lands” was Coundlman La verne
complained about noise. The said Bakeman was southboundon
president;Earl Price, Larry Wade,
‘T
guess
this
is
never
going
to
'U group was in two cars, police
surer Edward C. Roberts, Leona Rudolph.
Art Peters, Robert Kouw, Dick
US-31 and Stewart northbound die down,” Small commented.
"A
parking
lot
must
be
a
park
Calvary
Church
Group
Postal*, also of the treasurer'sof
said. No Charges were placed when their vehicles sideswiped.
SmaUenberg,John Hollenbach,C.
Attorney A. L. Schwartz filed
ing lot” countered Holwerda. "Isagainst the girls whg were releasNeal Steketee and Miss Gertrude
The truck, loaded with cattle, the suit in Wayne Circuit Court in flee; Louise Van Horssen of the lands to fadliate.effident traffic
Picnics at KoUen Park
ed after questioning. The boyrf skidded off the highway and rolled Detroit on behalf of Lack’s two clerk's office; under-sheriffHarris
Steketee.
control are probably necessary,
spent the night in jail until their over. One steer was injured and sons, 10-year-old John and 7- Nieusma; Adrian Oudbier and
Members of the Ladies Aid Sobut we have several fine parks in
arraignment this morning.
ciety of Calvary Reformed Church
had to be butchered, police said. year- old Andrew. Co-filer with Dorothy Teunis of the Health De- Holland for beauty.”
Boys and girls a Holland and entertained their husbands 4t a DiipittOverTVSet
partment;
Willis Boss, 4-H agent,
They planned to question Bake- Mrs. Lack was David G Lewis, a
Finally, Coundl ordered Mc- vicinity should be getting their
potluck supper Wednesday night Thrown Out of Court
man later today.' Damage to former business associate of Lack. Fred Van Wieren, retired drain Gintock
Women of the Moooe
to study the entire lot fishing gear in shape these' days
commissioner,and Hurlburt and
at KoUen Park. About 40 persons
Stewart’s'52 car was estimated
The suit charges that the slaysituation
and
to
bring
back
exact
for the second annual Better attended.
Bymhold.. Those who celebrate
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
at $300, officers said.
Chairmen HpU Meeting
ing deprived Lack’s sons "of his
during July are custodian Henry specifications to the Aug. 4. Fishing Rodeo Day Aug. 14 at
Following
short busin< A suit seeking $200 for a telelove and affectionand income
meeting
according
to
various
KoUen
v
Ver Hoeks and Jessie Henricksof
Eight committee chairmen
meeting, Mrs. Hollis Nienhuis and vision set caUed “unsatisfactory”
they would have received had he
suggestions that were forwarded
Sponsored jointly by ** Re- Mrs. George Ter Haar oonduoted and a cross bUl filed in the same
the school commissioner’s offiee.
Women of the Moose, Holland West Side Slugger*
lived.”
by coundlmen. Bids will be re- creation Department and Holland a sports program.
Chapter 1010, met Wednesday Trip All-Stars, 10-6
action were dismissedW '
Hoffman, however, reiterated
quested after the specificationsFish and Game Gub, the event
evening at the home of the senior
day by Circuit Court Judge
Wednesday that Lewis and Bln. Sparks Start Blaze
have been accepted.
is designed to stimulatewider
regent, Mrs. Marid Botsis, Ltfemond L. Smith.
The North Side Sluggers romp- Lack would have a "very hard”
Sparks from a rubbish fire Council also:
partidpatioaby youths in safe Truck Sideswipes Car
wood Blvd.
In the Action
ed over the All-Stars Thursday time proving their case.
started a blase in a large pile of
Granted
four
licenses
for
side- fishing.
1951 model car drive*
A New Horiaons Bulletin,
Grand Haven,
night in a 10-6 “D” league jun"Lack nflned Small’s marriage, wooden forms stored outside the walk construction,two for
Mayor Hsity Harrington heart- Arlene BJohm, 22, of 18 East 13th from
plaining duties and projects of ior baseball contest at the 19th disgraced his three sms and now
Home Furnace Co., 280 East Sixth restaurant operation, five for the ity endorses the Rodeo. And If St, received
eived damage estimated at
various eon+mittees, was present- St diamond.
the supposedly wealthy ex-wife of St., shortly before 11 a.m. today.
sale of soft drinks and one to last year is any indication, the »0° WgjM was
ed to each
Russell Prins slammed a home Lack in continuing the
th persecu- Fire Chief Andrew Klomparens erect signs.
event should be s standout Hun
Also at
tion, "Hoffman said.
said the sparks apparently jumpGranted the
Auditor
of young anglers
Mrs.
gradauthority to draw a
<mt despite ntar weather to try
‘‘baloney,” 'said hTH^ild^t HofL-^C
xv
an handle the eivfl suit, too.
‘T. don't have as* ouMg,” the
loser
deattotmkL
V , 'K-
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was called to the house. Me said might bt unable to "rsslat” and be
>
he returned at dinner time with a "unable to distinguish right from
in
Rites
Dentist
toy for the child and his wift still wron$”
2
County ProsecutorDwight M.
wasn’t home.
He said he returned again at 9 Cheever asked August if such a
p.m. and she opened a bedroom person would be likely to repeat
as
Issued for
this act
window and asked:
"Not likely,” August aald.
"What do you want?”
"Would he be apt fo kill his
asked her where she had
Part
/
been and she said 1 met a girl
in
"He would be more apt to kill
friend.' But I knew Lack was in
himself,” August said.
ALLEGAN (Special) — Alter- town.”
Two building permits for new
First witness to appear ThursSmall
said he telephonedLack
nately Sobbing and shouting, Deday afternoon was Mrs. Bertha
busses we:e issued during the
In New York let?.
troit Dentist Kenneth B. Small on
"I told him to stay away from Sandler of Detroit, mother of
pest week by Henry Looratn. »cttrial for first degree murder In my wife. But he laughed at me.
Edith Small. She spoke of the
|ng building inspector.
the slaying of Jules Lack last "He asked ms 'are you threat- year Kenneth and Edith lived at
EssenbetfBuilding A Lumber!
the Sandler home after hia disMay 29 told the Jury Thursday af- ening me?'
Co. received » permit to build %|
ternoon that an "irresistible ufrge
"I said ‘well if you want to call charge from service, and intro530,400, 44 uy 26 foot structure
compelledhim to drive 200 miles It that. Stay away from my wife.’ duced for evidence a beautifully
"Lack said1 'don’t threatenme, written letter Small had written Let s
to shoot and kill hia wife's New
for J»ck Dt Boe at 93 East 32nd
to her and her husband before the
York suitor.
or you'll be a dead duck!”
St A $600, 17 by 22 foot garage!
He aald after that Lack "calmed couple’s marriage in 1944.
*T remember « gun going off.
will also be built
"They were happy and I was
And screaming. I guess I shot him. down” and they agreed to talk
Also granted a new-ho ise per| don't deny it. ApparentlyI did." things over the next tixrfe Lack happy with them. He was wonderOne of the prettiest gardens
ful" she said. She testifiedshe
Then as his story unfolded in an come to Detroit
mit was Ben.ard Becker for an
hour and 40 minutes of, testimony Small said his wife left on May knew something was wrong after showing fine color combinationis
511,500. 44 by A foot structure at
interrupted by a half-hour recess, 28, telling him she was going to Edith returned from Florida. She that of Charles M. Harris, 135
86 East 31st St feulder Brother*]
he said his recollection of the Chicago to spend the weekend said she tried to reason with her West TOth St The Harrises find
are the contractors.
daughter because qf the children.
Whole event was hoiy. "I had to with girl friends.
Twelve other permit! that were]
"Kenneth was very upset At delight in the cool look of their
said he went to the home
see for myself if Edith (Mrs.
issued are u follows:
first
I thought It was partly his long window planter, gay with In
and
found
the
girl
the
had
left
to
Small) were really with him. I felt
Rev. H.A. Colenbrander, 50
I had to kill him If she were with care for the children.He said he fault but he came over often and light red geraniums and white
East 21st St, remodel kitchen
w* talked a lot He asked me t6 petuniu. Continuing this color
didn’t feel the girl "competent”
him!”
and bathroom, $750, self conThere was no milk in the re- stand by Edith saying 'She needs theme in the cut border, one Is A father and his two sans were
There were few persons in the
tractor.
among seven persons injured in a
court room outside of principals, frigeratorand little food and Clif- your help.’ We both cried.”
Henry Wolbert, Jr„ 112 West!
charmed with the bright red three-car collision on US-31 three
press and jury. When the court ford had bubble gum on his shirt
23rd St, new garage, $135, self,
petunias and frosty white alysroom doors were opened at 1:43 that he had been wearing for two
miles south of GraafschapRd. at
contractor.
sum. The neatly kept
after the noon recess, the days,”
Gerrit Oetraan, 81 East 22nd
breaks
its continuity with small 11 p.m. Friday.
He
said
he
was
playing
with
crowd surged forward and broke
St, rebuild front porch, $250, self,
beds of larkspur, feverfew, holly- Taken to Holland Hospital were
a window in one of the swinging the children when a call came
contractor.
over
the
phone
from
Fennville
doors.”
Lucas Brink, 147 West 17th St,
Kikrden'and
’That's enough,” Sheriff Walter Mich., which he "intercepted.”
remodel porch, $150, eel! conHe said his wife wouldn’t talk
Runkel shouted above the noise.
tractor.
"Now everybodyout!” One specta to him but insisted:
An 11-year-old girl and a 79- place finds its personalityin neat fol?bsertva,n: .
George Print, 368 West 18th
T want to talk to Tina.1
tor, identifiedas Mrs. Mabel Meyear-old man combined to save a planting, of tuberou,, baglnlu. . OthCT
andjajM^frew
St, remodel porch and add vestiHe
said
after
the
phone
call
he
Murray, 75, of Allegan, was push
eight-year-old boy from drown- ferns, and English
Joy^
Sutherland, 23, Roy*!
bule, $800, self contractor.
Kenneth Mortin
ed partly through the window. She drove across the state.
ing at Kollen Park Friday.
George Ten Have, 372 East
The many beautiful aialea,
(Willis photo) ws not hurt but felt faint and a
"I tried to believe she was good,
Jake Plagenhoef, 79, of 308
Fifth St, apply aiding, $400, Ed
Miss Barbara Joyce Allen, honor and Mrs. Jack Largent, doctor was called. Mrs. McMurray got in the car and took off. West 14th St., who was working rhododendron,at the O.W. Lowry ^teland.19, Royal Oak, fac al
garden caUcd our attenUon
Shann^han, U,
Bittner Roofing
daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Charts bridesmaid, who wore Identical had attended1 the trial from the started to drive. I don't remem
on his motorboat,noticed that shrubs that msny small gardenera^“t, lp.ee and leg bruises;Fred
MU ton Johnson, 104 East 22ncl
54' West Seventh St,
oallerlnagowns of blue lace and beginning. Previously she had her things— like the night I struck
Ricky Kammeraad of Grandville omit because they are afraid to Eaton, 21, Detroit,forehead lacerSt, remodel back porch,
^ E Kenneth net, styled like the bride’s.They written a three-page letter to Dr. her.
had slipped off the. dock into the try them. As these are not dlffi- atJpnsT was nauseated. My head was water about 5:30
carried bouquets of deep pink car- Small when he was in jail. She
and had cult to grow (requiring acid soil, SwJ Haven State Police said a
A,.,
pounding.
nations.
said 18 years ago she had lost a
gone under.
free from lime), you should, ac- c" driven by Eaton, southbound
"I started driving.It was as if
Richard Adams of Torrancewas son named Kenneth.
Standing nearby was 11-year- quaint yourself with them for 0*1 US-31, started a turn into a
something
was
driving
me.
best man and Carroll Largent was
Noises from the large crowd
old Cherle Mannes, daughter of they will add much magnificent gasoline station when it collided
Claus Van Dyken, 178 East Arcadia.
‘T had to see if she was with
groomsman. Seating the guests teld back in the corridor filtered
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mannes of 144 notes to your shrub border or with the side of a car driven by
14th St, partial reroofing, $75,
Four tall candelabra flanked by were Harold R. Staff and Robert into the court room and for a Lack. I was hoping and praying East 21st St. She was in her bath- foundation planting.
Everett F. Denny, 37, Indianapolis,
George Mod Roofing Co, con- baskets of white and pink gladioli Shettron.
time obscured the testimony of she w^s not. I had to see with ing suit and she dived after the
In
fact, why not give* your gar- Ind., heading north on US-31,
tractor.
and summer flowers accented the Louis Reuter was organist and Mary Malone, employed in Dr. my own eyes. ,
boy and pulled him to the sur- den a "facial”by lifting some of The Eaton car bounced off into
Harold Essenberg, 412 Weet setting where Dr. J. Davis Bern- Eugene Burson, baritone,was solo- Small’s office in Detroit By 1:59
‘1 ran off the road once. Once
face where Plagenhoef swept him the common, overgrown shrubs the path of a car driven by Missal
80th ‘St, reroof houee, $195,
I
stopped
and.
put
the
gun
to
my
ard at Arcadia Presbytsrian ist tor the rites. At sundown. 8 pm. the court house janitor had
out of the water and administered and outsize bushes? Take stock of driving south on US-31. Damage
George Mod Boding Co, eon- Church performed the rites at 8 p.m, candles were Ut by Missee boarded up the opening, and of head. I was all confused.
artificialrespiration to the un- your surroundings 'and remove to Denny’s ’52 model car was estitractor.
"But I couldn’tkill myself when conscious boy on the dock.
Joan Isaak and Melba Elliott
Geers sent the crowds from the
4*
whatever is not only detracting mated at $150, and $400 to Eaton’s
Assisting at the reception at the second floor. Many lingered in the I thought of the boys."
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
14th St, partialrerooflng,George
•****,
He sjrid it was "like driving Schuilstraof Grandville, Ricky
The bride waa escorted akng the Parnham home were Misses lower corridors but most went
Mod Roofing Co, contractor.
somewhere and not remembering was taken to the home of his
Jeanne Hardy, Susan Roberts, home.
U Building,
RnUdin; Ino
Puilhwnplant
Inc, n
17 Welt h58* ***** ***
^ ^mtrrlagf
to
Tanp',!•
Mildred Sprague,. Eleanor Taylor Dr. Small who took the stand how many stop lights you have grandparents.Mr. and Mrs. Ed better used by other plants. Small ure to yield the right of way.
10th St, convert apartment
run
or
how
you
got
there.”
at 2:29 pm, spoke in a strong
and Patsy Brown.
Evenhuls of 316 West 17th St. He trees of particular merit are the
Phin- V.ndPr M«ilpn ab,Cnce 01
,ltber'
“I spent the night to the car,
unable to be presot Her fitted The couple are now at home at voice. Sometimeshe fought for
said he was watching a boat floweringcrabs, Paul’s Scarlet
'wedding gown dice blue satin and 1094 East Villa St, Pasadena, control but mostly he told his staring out the window With the from the dock and fell into the
Thorn, and magnolias.
gun
in
my
hand.
chantillylace was styled with off- Calif, after a honeymoon to Car- story in short staccato sentences,
water fully clothed when he took
Now is a good time to make iLoses Control,
The
next
day
I
rode
all
over.
repeating
many
of
the
confusing
the-shoulderneckline,
mel, San Francisco, Lake Tahoe
couple of steps forward.
summer cuttings of your wopded
I
don’t
remember
where.
I
saw
incidents from the time his wife
and Nevada.
sleeves and nylon net
The real hero, 11-year-old shrubs. As proper timing is the
The bride, a graduate of Holland returned home from Florida April some people standing outside
Cherle, said she took Red Cross most importantsingle factor for
(Fran UtotUt*
ooverii* the bouffant hoop skirt
Mr. and Mrs, La Vena Disk- Her blue musk* veil was held by High School, is employed at Harri- 4 to tell him she wanted a divorce house and one looked like my wife. lessons for beginners last summer successful rooting,you will have Dies in
cma and family have moved a coronet of orange bkneoms antf maft Insurance Co. in Pasadena. to the actual shooting May 29 in "I turned around and came and that she is enplled in the to do some experimenting.The
back.
HAMILTON (Special) - Lee
August intermediate section this color of leaves is- useful in timing
tram the Carl Pandell farm to she carried her own Bible covered Her husband was graduatedfrom a summer home on Lake Michigan
"The next thing I remember 1 year.
Bernard Fanner, 57, operator of a
their
which they re- with ice blue satin and net, with Monrovia • Arcadia - Duarte High five miles south of Douglas.
rhododendroncuttings— when the
at Montague, was killed
School and attended Sawyer’s Mrs. Small was not in court was in a room. My wife was in
cently purchased from Mrs. Grace white carnations centered with
new leaves
have turned «
a -.nr
dark Karag®
Icaveshave
in|tanU when shlj automobllc
shorts and Lack was there. I reThursday
afternoon
when
her
husBusiness College. He Is associated
white orchid.
member a gun going off. And Audio-Visual Aid Group
"rttao; ffHwrnt wt of control two mile,
with the Southwest Welding and band testified.
Mr. and Mrs. Clavin Plummer] Bridal attendants were
screaming.
earlier "e likely to decay be ore „orth o( Hamilton on M-40 at
Dr.
Small
said
his
wife
aske<
and daughter are here tor the] Mary Vandef Wert as maid of ManufacturingGo. in Alhambra.
Plans
Fall
Conference
they root Mockorange will usualTh,ir<?d»v
*1 guess I shot him. I don’t
him for a divorce the night ol
week In the home of Ms mother,
ly root well when the stems show Acc0rfinvtTDer,utv Harlev
April 4 when she returned from deny it ApparentlyI did. Then I
The
committee
of
the
Holland
Mrs. Bertha Plummer and famTheresa Julia Bumcher Lot 97 Florida where she met Lack.
collapsed and they took me to Section of Audio-Visual Aids held
and Coroner William Ten
ily. They all spent Sunday In
Sub. No. 3 Twp. Hoi
He
said as they sat on the bed jail.”
its first meeting Thursday even- Sfur^ino.
Brink* both of Hamilton, Fanner
Chicago visiting Mias Carolyn
Hand.
Small’s testimony was inter- ing at Trinity Reformed Church. flowering is best for lilacs, wMje
travelingsouth at'a high rate
in the bedroom of their DePlummer.
Thalnw C. Sweet to John Hoek troit home she told him:
rupted at 4:39 pjn. to permit Dr
Lf.gpsed.He had passed two cars
Plans are underway for the roses root well just
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Parrish
lawns and wf. Pt NW| NEi 31-7attempting to pass a
‘T don't love you anymore. You Harry August, a Detroit psychia fall conference-dinner to be held petals have fallen. As timing
and daughter Marlene of Cuyhoga
11 TWP. Georgetown.
don't know how to live. You’re trist, to testify.
at
Third
Reformed
Church
Oct.
semi truck came
Falls, Ohio, spent a few days
* Se™him.
cies, both beginners and^nffS’
and profes- theWhen
hill toward
Denfense Attorney Leo Hoff- 25 from 2 to 10
small I want to live big now.
here recently at their farm
sionals do wel 1 to take small
‘1 might as well tell you there man, attempting to prove Small
Farmer applied the brakes, and
The AVA is devoted Entirely to
Mn. Tharp Hostess
was temporarilyinsane when he the furtherance of religious eduis another man, Jules Lack.
"He is wealthy, he makes $55,000 killed Lack, questioned August cation through the use of approCfcmp'at Eliw«?fripp and wt Pt SW1 844- At Birthday Party
son.
a year. At night cluba waiters about symptoms such as witnesses priate movies and film strips.
the road. He was thrown out and
car, which traveled 130
was held at know where to seat him. He tells have testified Small showed after The first regular meeting of Enclosures can be anything from under
Thirteen Boy Scouts from ply Co. to Arthur Lym Hight and
ho,ne 01 Mrs. Alma Tharp me I look pretty. He knows Leon his wife filed for divorce.To hurry the fall season will be held Sun- a fruit jar, small aquarium, or feet from the highway,
Troop No. 45 Ganges are at wf. Pt S| Nl SE| NEI 34-8-16 Friday afternoon in honor of Lane Henderson (former OPA chief). the testimony along, Hoffman day, Sept. 26, at 3 p.m. at Trinity coldframe to a greenhouse or con- Ten Brink said death was caus.
"His two children are nicer posed the entire situation as an Church. Anyone Interestedin servatory. Except to shady loca- ed by a fractured skull and interramp this week at the Boy Scouts I Twp. Grand
Jon and Lester Jay Tharp. Assisttions, it will be necessary to paint
injuries,
analyticalquestion,beginning each visual aids is Invitedto attend.
than
ours.”
camp near
I 'Edith Laura Courtright to
Beverly Ross
any
glass
covering
with
white
sentence
with,
"Assuming
that.
Small said he asked his wife:
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Carter of tin C. Anderson and wf. Pt Lot 15 1
"Do you mean his children are
Casco and Mrs. Nina Havens Subdivision Lot 8 Laksaids Plat,
.
Some of the shrubs which can Grand Haven Visitor
Dr. August said the steady Marriage Licenses
of Hastings were Sunday guests Twp. Spring
going to_ Mite Nyhlff’ Randy dearer to you than our own
Ottawa
County
weeping
Small
exhibited
would
be
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Smith to Martin C An- CarroB and Butchie Ten Brink. three?”
o* Heart Attack
evidence of mental disease. He
Floyd R. Goble, 40, Grand RaHarry Keirnan. Afternoon call- demon and wf. Pt Lot 15 Sub- Lunch was served and pictures He said she replied:
said the situation Small was to pids, and Vera Cole, 34, Jenison; mockorange,azaleas, rhododen- 1 GRAND HAVEN (Special)
"Yes.”
ers were Mr. and Mr*. Ernest division Lot 8 Lakeside Plat Twp. were taken of the g™up- j
could produce "mental anguish Silas De Graaf, 26, and Glory dron (July thru November), tea Mrs. Winifred Feager, 63, of 440C
Villvock of South Haven and Spring
Invited were the Mesdaras He said she told him:
and such a situation could cause a Koenes, 18, both of Holland; Jur- roses bridalwreath, Japanese Arsenal St., St. Louis, Mo., died
'You
-don’t
know
how
to
invest.
Mr. and Mr*. Max Meroan and George Koster and wf. to Coe- Donald Nyhoff and, Donald
and weigela.
man to become "mentallydiseas rien Potter, 20, route 3, Hudson- snowball,
owDaii' and
about 2 p.m. Friday en route to
Marty and Richard of Hot- nelius J. Westveer and wf. Pt*. Hughe* and Patty Ten Brink, Buy electronicstock and gdt 7 or
ville, and Gwen Nichols,17,
Although most of us let up on Municipal Hospital where she was
Lot 25, 26, Plat of ParkhurstVU- Butchie
Brink. Jackie 8 percent instead of 3 percent' ed.
hard work during hot July, some being taken by ambulance foilowHe said he learned of Lack comMrs. Phillip CronkMto andllage of Spring
Ten Brink, Kay Lou Ten Brink,
Hoffman asked whether a man Coopersville.
chores continue to "need doing!”A ing a heart attack,
tour daughtersof Hendersonville, Robert Moser to Bemie J. Lem- Greg Carroll, Randy Carroll, ing to Detroit and his wife meet- to such circumstancewould lack
In geologicalterms, we are liv- yellow plant among your candy- Mrs. Feager had arrived In
ing
Lack
in
a
downtown
hotel
N.C, were callersSunday $t the men and wf. Pt NWi NWJ 29^- Scot tie Hughes, Mike Nyhoff,
He said their youngest son, Clif- the will power to shoot another ing in the Quaternary period of Juft usually means red spider has Grand Rapids by plane Tuesday
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye. 14 Twp.
Ronnie Rom Lannle Jeon Tharp
nusly aj work on his and her daughter, Mrs. Harold
ford, was sick that day and he man. August said such a person I the Cenozoic era.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ely of I Ben Eisenga and wt to Glenn | and the honored guests.
Forceful hose sprays Routt of Grand Rapids accompanCasco spent Sunday in the home E. Taylor and wf . Pt Lot 3 Blk
from below and sulphur scattered led her to Grand Haven Friday,
of Mrs. Clinton
1 Reynolds Add. Coopersville
on soil s needed here. Phlox needs They arrived about 10 a.m. and
in
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne McCleary Frederick Sandy and wt to Eddeep soakings if there has been went to the cottage of Mr. and
and two children of Warsaw, ward A. Van Eck and wf. Lot 39
little rain. If it Is damp and Mrs.HaroldSmitter of Grand RaInd, were guests Sunday at the and pt 40 Sandy's Sub. and pt
muggy, be faithful in dusting your pids, friends who- have a cottage
home of Mr. and Mrs. William Sec. 31-5-15 Twp. Holland
delphinium. Allow a two weeks’ at Poplar Rld^e
Broadway.
Arthur Aukeman and wt to
rest after flowering,then fertilize.Mrs. Feager was bom Winifred
Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Plummer Bert Baker and wf. Pt W| SEI
Cutting the bloom will induce a Koetter to Hastings, Mo., July 25,
of Cedar Rapids, la, were recent 23-6-13 and Wl NEi 26-6-13 Twp.
second
1890. Her husband.Florenz, died
guests In the home of Mr. and Georgetown
In your dusting or spraying pro- in 1946. Besides Mrs. Routt, she
Mrs. Ami Miller. They came to
Clarence Edward Nyenhuis and
gram twice a month, aim to deter ig survived by two sons, John Alvisit the former'smother, Mrs. wf. to Nick Cook and wf. Lot 11
rather than to eradicate as it is lien of St. Louis and Kertnett of
DeJonge’s
Sub.
Twp.
Holland
Plummer and other relatives.
easier and cheaper.
London, England;also one grandCarl Earhardt and wf. to EdGerrit Dykhuis was guest of
daughter,
honor on his 84th birthday anni- win L. Stuberg and wf. Pt BDc
daughter.
Adventists Reach
versary,last week Wednesday. D John W. Verhoeks Add. Oty
The body was taken from Van
His brother, Henry Dykhuis, of Grand Haven
Ingathering Goal
Bantwick Funeral Home to St.
Nicholas Hoffman and wt to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dykhuis and
Louis, where serviceswill be held.
three sisters, Mr. and Mrs. John Frederick A. Williams and wf,
Mcmbers of Holland SeventhFrench. Mrs. John Lapptoga and Lots 420. 423 First Add. Waukaday Adventist Church reached
Mrs. Richard Vaupell all of Hol- zoo Twp. Park
their 1954 Ingathering goal of
Plans to
land came to help him celebrate John H. Scholten to Reka Bron$2,070 by June 30, the close of
dyke
Lot
4
Blk
6
Hop*
College
the occasion.
their fiscal year, it was anMrs. A. J. Sparrowk and a Add. City of Holland
nounced today.
Edwin Winter and wf. to James
friend of Los Angeles, Calif., are
"The successful conclusion of
W.
Etheridge
and
wf.
Pt
Lots
expected the last of the week for
our appeal was made possible by
« visit to the home of her aunt 18. 19 McCarthy's Sub. Twp.
a community that has proved itand uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Grand Haven
self Interested to the well-being
John
Vender
Schuur
and
wf.
to
Nye. The women are delegates to
of its fellowmen, regardless of
the National Baptist Women’s Albert Talsma and wf. Lot 16 and
race, nationality,or creed,” said
House Party at Green Lake, pt 15 Miedema Plat Twp. GeorgeElder Stanley W. Hyde, pastor of
4
town
Wis.
the local church. Though originLouis Hoezee and wf. to Jesse
Recent weekend guests to the
ally a public appeal approximatehome of Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Girod Lot 6 Blk 2 Wilbert Add.
ly 10 percent was given by memCollins were Mrs. Rosella Vin- Hudsonville
bers themselves
Joesirah Cain Et el to Harold
cent and daughter, Rosanna of
Last year’s appeal throughout
Thompson and wf. Pt SE| 7-8-15
Chicago.
North America b grouht to $3,
Twp. Crockery
715,000,which augmented by $56,
George Vender Kooy and wf. to
000,000 entirely from the tithes
Hope Receive* Grant
Sidney J. Glashower and wt Pt
and offerings of members, supEi El SW1 23-6-13 Twp. GeorgeFrom Johnson’*, Inc.
ports medical, educational and
town
welfare work in 197 countries
Roger Van Dyke and wf. to
Dr. Gerrit Vtn Zyl ha« rwrivefl
ground the world.
* letter and check from S. C. Clarence Owen and wf. Lots 141,
142
J.
C
Dunton
Add.
Holland
Johnson and Son, Inc., granting a
William Wenzel and wf. to L.
Judgment Ordered
scholarship fund for Hope College
Roy Dover and wt Pt SEI 15-7-13
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- In
t8
students majoring in cnemia- Twp. Tallmadge
an opinion filed to Ottawa Circuit
Miss Morilyn Ventklosen
IJohn Wlegerink to Charles HoCourt, a judgment of $348.32 was
and Mrs. " Benjamin
gan and wf. Lot 9 Blk 12 Monroe
ordered in favor of the
of Goodyear, Arto,
and Harris Add. Grand Haven
approaching marri(dt Vries photo Mutual LiabilityInsurance
Alex Budnkk and wt to Peter
against Joy De Jonge of
their dnughtw. Marilyn,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Schierbeekand Mr. and Mrs. Jay Edgar Hop
DeWltt and wt Lots 43, 44, 45 end
Olive and
,i3».
Overisel Reformed Zoet of route 5. Mr. Hop is the Netherlands.
42, 48, 54 SummtriandPark
Huitt of ne«
A
wedding
trip
to
the
western
son at Mr. and Mrs. Lubert.Hop
was
Mrs. Hop is the former Shirt*
and Mr. and Mn. Jay
SPTlgdaarand wt to (Bum
of rout# 8 and Mr .Schierbeek’* states was taken by Mr. and Mrs.
L. Smith
and
Mrs.
Schierbeek,
and wt Lot 11 Ideon's
parents are Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Hop while Mr. and Mrs. Schier- and
Louise
Schierbeekof Covorden, the beek chose a trip to Canada.
Oct 24,
oi Mr.
to*
«4 *4. tol
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ALLEGAN (Special) A Jury
of 11 Allegan county men and one
woman early Saturday found
IV

Detroit Dentiat Kenneth B. Small
innocent by reason of insanity for
the murder of his wife’s wealthy

New York suitor.
It was at 1:37 a.m., exactly five
hours after the jury was sent out
to deliberate,that the signal came
from the jury room that a verdict

had

been reached. The accused

murderer and

his

lawyers took

removed
about 50 persons from the court
room, and at 1:40 a.m. the jury
their seats. Court officers

filed in.
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
who sat through five full days of
testimony on the trial in which
Small was charged with first de*
gree murder in the slaying of Jules
Lack, a 48-year-oldNew York industrialist, talked for two minutes

PRINCIPALS IN SMALL MURDER TRIAL— The haggard and
drown fact of Mrs. Jacob Small (left-top and bottom), mother of
31-year-old Dr. Kenneth Small, show clearly the strain of the
week-long trial which finally went to the jury late Friday.
Dr. Small, (center) flanked by his attorney,Leo Hoffman
jleft), and his brother Dr. Robert Small (right)sits impassively
in the courtroom a few minutes before he took the stand and
related his early married life and the events leading up to the

to the spectatorsbefore the verdict

was announced.
To court room

New York suitor Jules Lack. Directly in
back of Hoffman is Dr. Harry August, chairman of the Michigan
Mental Health commission, who testified Thursday. In right photo
.Mrs. Bertha Sandler (left),mother of Mrs. Edith Small, is assisted
by her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Julie R. Sandler, and Ceil Rosenstrauch, after she fled from the courtroomin tears just after she
finished her testimony.
shooting of his wife's

Chk Score E^ht

spectators he
said, "All through this trial the
In First
people in the court room conducted
themselves in a very acceptable
(Sentinel photos)
manner. There has been no question of court room decorum. I Rapids who contendedSmall was
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Moor#
S
have very few complaints for pho- only mildly depressed, and Dr. M.
John Borgman, 69,
(Herfst ohoto)
tographers. I’m asking the audi- Leroy . Barry of Kalamazoo whose
Holland’s Flying Dutchmen St. Peter’s Church at Douglas chantilly lace. The bodice featured
Dies in Grand Haven
ence not to make any demons tra testimony was somewhat confused.
could just as well have gone home was the scene of the wedding of an off the shoulder neckline with
By Arnold Mulder
tion no matter what the verdict, At one time he said he would
after the first inning Monday Mis* Lorraine Graves and Abra- long lace sleeves pointed at the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ham Moore July 3 with the Rev. wrists. A fingertip veil of tulle
and the photographers will refrain agree with Dr. Philip Roche, pro
night.
John
Borgman,
69,
died
Monday
-«
i ».*
•
It is good to read an old book
from taking picturesuntil after the minent
It was all over but the shouting Hoogterp officiating at the double fell from a queen crown and she
Philadelphiapsychiatrist
... T.
evening at his home, route 1,
ring rites.
court adjourns the case."
carried a bouquet of rose* and
who testified Friday morning that once in a vvh,le- The men,al con*
Grand Haven, following n linger- in the top half of the first at
County Clerk Esther Hettinger Kenneth Small was insane at the fusion that results from too
Tha bride is the daughter of Mr. carnations.
Riverview
Park
as
the
Zeeland
ing illness.He was bom in Grand,
asked Jury Foreman Fred Hilbert, time of the murder.
and Mrs. Jewel Graves, Sr., of
A reception foi* 35 guests waa
steady a diet of the "books of the
Havep Aug. 11, 1884, and when a' Chix rammed out five hiti to
a Wayland feed dealer, "Have you
score eight runs and ride to a route 2, Hamilton, and the held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. Davis’s about-face caused month," or even the books of the
child moved to Holland where he
reached a verdict?"
13-4 slaughter over their arch- groom’s parent* are Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Graves, Sr. Cousin* of the
lived for 37 years. He moved back
hazily call-’ >’e3r'.i5 conducive to balanced
"What is your verdict?"
'
William E. Moore, 48| East Sixth bride, Miss Marie La Combe and
to Grand Haven in 1917. On June
"Not guilty by reason of insan- ed. Later Davis said on the basis thinking.
The Chix batted around in the St
Miss Juanita Pratt, served the
28, 1905 he married Jennie Kaaity."
Attendingthe couple were Mrs. guests.
first and only one man was put
of further facts that the man was
The old book I read this week
shoek
in
Holland.
She
died
on
South Park township residents,
ripple went over the tense sane. Persistent questioningby is so lar removed in subject matout. Then reliefer Jim Boeve final- Laura Graves, Mrs. Laura La
The couple are residingat route
June 20, 1938.
forming a community organizacrowd— not too loud. Then came Hoffman Broke down his story.
1, East Saugatuck.The bride ii
ter from current events that it is
On Jan. 18, 1939 he married ly retired two more batters to Combe and Jewel Graves, Jr.
The bride’sgown, made by her employed at Holland-Radne Shoe
a loud sob from Mrs. Jacob Small,
Two hours were devoted to hard to establish any connection tion, met at the Marquee Monday Frieda Fiess in Ohio. He was em- stop the onslaught
Throughout all of this, Zeeland’s mother, \fras fashioned with a full Co. and the groom at W. E. Dunn
the defendant’s mother. Mrs. Ber- lawyers’ arguments and at 5:5^ between it and them. But why night to name committeemen and ployed by Eagle Ottawa Leather
ace speedballer, John De Mey taffeta skirt with ovehkirt of Co.
tha Sandler, mother-in-law of the p.m. the jury was dismissed for establish such a connection when
area worker to aid in securing Co. until 1935 when he went into
accused man, burst into tears too supper, to return at 7:30 p.m. for mental balance is the objective?
the
pottery and monument busi- from Calvin College, was preparmembers.
ing to fling another masterpiece—
and threw her arms around Mrs. the judge’s charge. Court reconFor no good reason whatsoever,
Five committeemen were reap- ness for himself on the South and this time it was a nifty fivevened at 7:40 p.m. and delibera- I decided to read "The ConspirSmall.
Beech Tree Rd. He retiredin 1953.
pointed, includihg Gifford On'Little’
That was too much for the pho- tions began at 8:37 pm.
acy of Pdntiac," in two volumes,
He was a member of the Second hitter in which he mowed down
After the verdict. Small con by Francis Parkman. The book thank, Edward Brondyke,Preston Christian Reformed Church.
17 Dutchmen on strikeouts.
tographers. One flash bulb went
Rigterink, Lee Helmink and ClarLou Humbert started on the
off and then a flurry while every tinned to receive a few friends at was first published in 1851, and
Besides the wife he is survived
It
photographerin the foom (cam- the jail He said the people in Al- hence it belongs to an age in ence Maatman.
by a daughter, Mrs. L. Meyer of mound for Holland, but was rushNamed as ares workers to work
ed
out
in
a
hurry
when
the
Chix
eras had been excluded from the legan were terrific. ’The prayers American history so different
Detroit; four sons, Clarence and
ALLEGAN (Special) - "Little"
with the committee are Donald
court room until that time) rushed that were said for me. . . . the from our own that there can be
Adrian of Grand Haven, Anthony either hit anything he threw or Allegan wu almost back to norMaatman,
Robert
Van
Ry,
James
letters
I
got.
They
were
the
onlyaround to get shots. As they stood
little similaritybetween the two.
of Spring Lake and Cornelius of received free passes to first base. mal Monday after a harrowing
Van Lente. Leon Sandy, Ade Van*
on tables and chairs,Ken Small's light in this nightmare,"he said.
"The Conspiracyof Pontiac" der Sluis, Marvin Koeman, Her- Grand Rapids; two brothers, Ben Three walks along with the five seven days at the hands of the
hits added up to the eight run and
friends rallied around him slapis of immediateinterest to Michiman Nicol, Arnold Teusink,Ron- of Grand Rapids and Albert of De Mey helped his own cause with nation’spress.
ping him on the back and congratgan because the heart of that ald Van Huls, Donald Scholten, Holland; three sisters, Mrs.^John
Whether residents of this county
ulating Defense Attorney Leo W.
conspiracy was tha^nilitary outDry of St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. tyel a big dauble Into center,
will ever be able to read a
Ed
Nyland, Robert Nlenhuis, John
Chix shortstop Howie De Jonge
Hoffman.
post that later became the city
metropolitan dally again without
Harthom, Mrs. Russell Teusink, Vereeke, Holland, Mich., and Mrs.
Small was confused and started
of Detroit. Moreover, the con- Donald Kronemeyer,William Nor A. B. Chinnls of Holland, Ohio really wrecked the Dutchmen. He thinking of the manner in which
singled
to
keep
the
first-inning
to leave the court room apparentalso three grandchildren.
spiracy spread to what is now
ome of the reporters described ZEELAND (Special)— LeRoy
lin and Mrs. John Kuiper.
rally going, bombed a home run
ly to return to his cell ir> the
northern Michigan, the Straits of
little Allegan during the Small Brouwer of Zutphen pitched hti
The
group
decided to hold elec
over
the
right
field
fence
in
the
county jail. Hoffman grabbed him
Mackinac and Mackinac Island. tion of officers Monday, Sept. 13.
murder trial is doubtful.
softball team, into a strong hold
second
and
rammed
a
double
into
and brought him back into the
At any rate little Allegan was on second place in the Zeeland
A furnace explosion rocked the The story is not without its
Ultimate goal of the community
left field in the seventh.
throng of shouting, back-slapping
cheerfully returning to its small "B” league Saturday night by
Sixth St. plant of the Baker bearing on our own life of today, group is to rebuild a club house,
In all, the Chix collected15 hits.
well v ishers. A minute later Mrs.
because if the conspiracy had suctown ' ways.
replacing
the
Virginia
Park
combeating Drenthe, 2-0, on a no-hit,
Catcher Ken Wiersma matched De
Jacob Small managed to get his FurnitureCo. at 5:45 Friday af- ceeded we would not be here now,
The court house tower, which no-run performance.
munity
center which was destroyJonge’s three with a double and
attention from the gallery side. ternoon and one man was taken or at least the people here would
two singles.Tony Diekema, Ron according to The Chicago Tribune Friday night, he had pulled
Ken Small leaned over the court to Holland Hospital with serious be living a differentkind of life. ed by fire several years ago.
Klamt and De Mey all got a pair awayed 20-degreca in a high wind, Zutphen into the runner up slot
room barricade and Hie press
Chief Pontiac, as portrayedin
stopped undulating u the Tribune with a two-hit, 5-0 victory over
bums.
of hits for the Chix.
DOUGLAS
(Special)
—
Holland
table and kissed his mother.
Francis Parkmen’s volumes,was
writer and hia charming wife North Hudsonville, the team that
He
is
Clyde
Sandy
of
647
West
The
game*
marked
the
opening
At 1:46 a.m., Sheriff Runkel
drivers led the way in Saturday
a kind of Indian Hitler during
headed westward toward their formerlyoccupiedsecond.
of second-half play In the Southrapped for order and the com- 22nd St who was reported in the middle years of the eighteenth
native city where buildings actual
night’sracing program at Airpark
Wednesday night, the- “A"
"fairly
good"
condition
Saturday
western
Michigan
Baseball
eague
motion subsided. Judge Smith did
(From Tuesday Sentinel)
century. No, that is doing PonSpeedway.
league leader, South Blendon,
and shot the Chix into an early ly do sway In the wind.
not reprimand the court room with bums on his legs, arms tiac an injustice, for he had some
Special music at' the Second
The ghost in the court house trounced the Zeeland Merchants,
back and chest
Dale Schut of Holland won the first place lead with a 1-0 record.
crowd. He only smiled.
qualities of nobilitythat Hitler Reformed Church morning and
attic, brought to life
an 10-0, on Lum Veldman’sthreeSandy
was
a
maintainence
man
Holland,
on
the
other
hand,
is
at
Clerk Hettingercontinuedher
never dreamed of. Perhaps it is evening sendees was supplied by modified divisionevent, while Bud
imaginative
Detroit
Newa
man,
hitter. In the "B” league,Drenthf
questioning about the ballots and at the company and was burned fairer to say that Pontiac was an Mrs. John Hagans, wife of the pas- Wolters of Holland took the first- the bottow with 0-1.
the re- bumped Grandville, 5-2.
The Giix made It 10 runs in disappeared forever
was assured the 12 persons had while trying to fight the hot, Indian "Little Caesar." In many tor of First MethodistChurch of heat race. Johnny Russell of Holporter packed his tootbrush and
The JenJson Merchant* remainreached a unanimous opinion. gaseous fire that bleched forth respects he was a very great Holland. She sang, "Hymn of the land won the consolationahead of the second on De Jonge’s homer
his other shirt for the retqrn trip ed undefeated In the ‘'B"Ieagu*
and
Junior
De
Jonge’s
single
folProsecutor Dwight Cheever moved after the back end was blown oft man.
Last Supper,” Demarest, ‘The three more Holland drivers, Burt
to the Motor City.
Thursday night with an 8-4 delowed by Wiersma's double. The
to have Small committed immedi- the furnace by the explosion.
conceived the ambitious Living God," O’Hara, and "God in Veltkamp, Henry Veltkamp and
The natives were gradually rid- dsion over Grandville and HudThere
was
little
fire
damage,
Dutchmen
matched
these with a
ately to the State Hospitalfor
Heaven,”
Eldred.
Mrs.
George
Dale Bussies. Hamilton's Harold
plan of welding the various napair of their own on singles by ding themselvesof an inferioritysonville Produce’s Herb Kroll
the Criminally Insane at Ionia. however, despite the three fire tions of Indians' into a grand Baron was accompanist.
Ende won the feature event to tie
complete acquired u a result of downed West Husonville with ona
trucks
that
rushed
to
the
scene
Hoffman objectedand asked
A social will be held at the Zee- Marv Eppink for feature wins af- A1 Dykema, Dick Plagenhoef and the word "little" being used
federation that would be strong
hit. 1-0.
Judge Smith to withhold action and remained for almost an hour enough to drive the British col- land Gty Bowl on Friday. July ter Eppink’s car was scratched. Bill Sandahl. Dykema got two of
a prefix every time Allegan
Zeeland Merchant* scored thi
Holland’s five hits.
until he can file a writ of habeas to make sure the fire was out.
onists into the Atlantic and rid- 23. The event is sponsored by the
Harry Oppenhuizen and Dave
B. B. Patterson, a company ofBoth clubs picked up a run in mentioned in a news story re- winning run in the seventh inning
corpus and requested Small be reResthaven
Guild
of
First
and
Secding this continent,and the huntRumsey of Holland finished onegarding the trial.
Friday night to clip Castle. Park
manded to the custody of Sheriff ficial, said a similar explosion oc- ing grounds of all the Indian ond Reformed Churches of Zee- two in the 20-lap Class B feature the fourth, the Chix on Klamt's
The
shirt-sleevedjury of far In an exhibitiontilt, 3-2.
curred
once
before
a
few
years
single
and
De
Mey’s
second
double
Runkel pending a hearing.
land, the Vriesland Reformed after a restart was forced when
nations, of white domination.
In a Saturday night "B" leagu*
and the Dutchmen on a walk, in- mors and laboring men" were
Smith said he would consider ago. He said there was "very
Of
interest to this section is Church and the Noordeloos Bob Van Kampen rolled over the
back at their jobs of operating contest Jamestown beat Grand*
field out, passed ball and outfield
Hoffman’s request and make his little" property damage.
the fact that the Ottawa Indians Reformed Church. The social will bank on the first lap and four cars
successful
stores,'! vflle, 8-4.
decision next week. Small was
flywere involved in the conspiracy, begin at 3 p.m. and at 3 p.m. and tangled on the fourth turn.
Final tally for Holland came in poultry businesses and prosperous
back in jail by 2 a.m.
Business, Professional
the tribe that roughly covered at 8 p.m., a program will be pre- Another 10-event card is schedthe sixth when left fielder Jack seed businesses.
Mrs. Edith Small, wife of the
the western half of the Lower sented in the Bowl. The event is uled for Saturday with time trials
Kempker singled and came home The ‘villas and luxurious sumdefendant, was not in court when
to Organize Here
Peninsula of Michigan, and in- for the benefit of the building at 7 and races at 8:30 p.m.
on a passed ball and an error. Zee- mer retreats'* on the lakeshore
the verdict was brought in. She
cidentallythe tribe for which Ot- fund for Rest Haven Home for
chapter
of
the
Christian
land added its final pair in the turned back overnightinto com
was in a home nearby and the
Admitted to Holland Hospital
the aged. Everyone is invited.
tawa County was named.
seventh when Howie De Jonge fortable cottages and summer Monday were Mrs. Charles Harnews was relayed to her. She was Business and Professional Women
Former
Holland
The forces of Pontiac came The Rev Raymond Schaap conhomes.
doubled after Kelly Roelofs and
not seen in the court room after will be organized in Holland this within sight of wiping out the ducted services at the Faith Reper, 259 East 11th St.; Gerrit
The rickety county jail and the
Diet in Saraaota, Fla.
Diekema had singled.
she bolted in tears shortly before week.
Kaashoek, 147 West 18th St.
Detroit outpost, and they did formed Church Sunday. A girls’
ramshackle
courthouse
looked
All business and professional
The win gave the Chix a 2-1
noon Thursday while the defendDischarged Monday were Triwipe
out
several strong points trio of the church furnished specJames
Brower
of
Sarasota,
Fla.,
edge over the Dutchmen this sea- normal again on Monday morn- strom Coffin, 977 Gordon Lane
ant’s brother. Dr. Robert E. Small, women in the area are invited to
in the northern section of Michi- ial music at the morning service formerly of Holland, died Monday
almost as soon as the mornwas testifyingabout meeting the organizational dinner Thurs- gan, at St. Joseph in the southern and the Ladies’ AU-Church Choir morning in Sarasota of a heart son with De Mey holding both vic- ing,
Birmingham. Mich.; Mrs. Edward
day at 6 p.m. at Cumerford’s part of the state, and on the of Zeeland directedby Mrs. J.
tories— the other a 2-1, three-hit- politan reporters had left town. Meyer, 573 West 21st St.; Mrs.
Jules Lake ifi Florida.
attack. He was 54 years old.
The "excited townspeople"who
ter a couple of weeks ago in Zeeinsanity
Reservationsare shore of Lake Erie.
acquittal vis
on
uiacuubjrRestaurant
---------- -------------Boeve sang at the evening service.
Mr. Brower was a son of the land. Earlier in the season, the had thronged the rickety court- Harold Hall. 64 East Ninth St.;
grounds means Small will have to necessaryand may be made by
Mrs. Glenn Eichenberger and bab)
The war that Pontiac started Mrs. J. Witteveenwas accompan- late Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Brower
man returned to 1609 Perry St.; Mrs. Henry Van
Dutchmen beat the Chix, 12-8, at almost to
he confined in an institutionuntil telephoning4032. There are no
ist.
lasted for years. Only after heavy
and was bom in Holland.
their homes in Detroit, Grand
Riverview.
he can prove to the state's satis- duesNorden, Jr., and baby, route 2
losses on both sides was the conSunday evening the Zeeland He is survived by the wife,
Rapids, Kalamazoo and other
The linescore:
factionhe is now legally
Three national personnel are in
Births include a son, Harry
spiracy finallyquelled.The great bowl was the scene of a program Gladys; one son, James; a daughZeeland
820 100 200-13-15-1 subufbs of Allegan. (By actual Francis, bom Monday to Mr. and
In discharging the jury, Judge Holland for the event including Pontiac lost his life through as- of sacred music when several male
ter, Nancy three brothers,Nathancount, there were only 10 local
Holland - 020 101 000- 4-5-3
Smith commended thie people for MIss L0** Anderson of Chat- sassinationby an Indian.
Mrs. Henry Lewis, route 2; a son
quartets, a men’s chorus and the iel and Gabriel of Holland and
Zeeland plays at home tonight, residents in the court room dur- born Monday to Mr. and Mra
their patience and hard work un- tanooga, Tenn., national repreOne thing the reading of such Zeeland Women’s AU - Church Harold of Jamestown; three sisrehosting Cedar Springs in another ing one sesion when it
der trying circumstances,‘You ^tative, Miss Trudy Gilbert of a book by a true scholar will do Choir will furnish special music.
Boyce Coggins, 286 West 14th St.,
_ -1— t —
Allklivv*
ters, Mrs. F.M. Mattison, Mrs. league game starting at the Zee- ported that the room was jammed
can go to sleep with a dear coni. Auburn, Me., and Miss Helen is correct some popular miscon- The quartets from various Chrisand a daughter, Linda Lou, born
Fred
Dorgelo
and
Rachel
Brower,
with Alleganites.)
land Athletic Field at 7:30.
Nichols of Pittsburgh.
science tonight," he said.
Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Regnold
ceptions about the Indians. Most tian Reformed and Reformed all of Holland; two grandchildren,
The Fords and Chevrolets had Banger, route 2.
There
Just before the JM*
w—
jury
J was
WCUI
sent
----- - are 120 of these groups
_
of us are likely to have the im- churches in Zeeland vicinitycom and a brother-in-law,Ross Davis
returned to their old parking
to the jury room, two jurors were throughout the nation. Other
presison that the Indians were a bined into a chorus at the close of El Segdndo,Calif. .
Hilaria Capture! Second
spots around the courthouse as
relieved of further deliberation,organized groups in this area are
unit as their race opposed the of the program. H. Hoekema was
the cavalcade of Cadillacs aimed Zeeland Resident Dies
They were - Kenneth Sargent of h Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and whites. Francis Parkmen shows directorof this section.
In Port Hnron-Maddnac
their chrome noses back toward
Ganges and Chris Boysen of Che- Lansing.
group from Grand dearly that there was a conglomMACKINAC ISLAND (UP)
Absentee BallotrNow
After Lingering Illness
shire. A 14-person jury had heard Rapids will be in Holland for the
Hugh Schaddalee's Hilaria of Detroit.
eration of warring nations, much
And at the county jail, Dr.
Available From Clerk
all the testimonyin the five-day dinner Thursday
Stag Party Set
Macatawa Bay Yacht Gub
ZEELAND (Special)- Mr*
like the warring peoples of EurKenneth Small, awaiting court Anna Elenbaas, 68, of East Mai*
case. ^
*' • v
awarded
second place in the Class
ope at the same period. They For Past Commodore
Absentee
ballbts
for
the
Aug.
action
on
Prosecutor
Dwight
Mr vi
were in the business of stealing
3 primary are now available at A division of the 235-milePort Cheever’smotion to have him St., died at her home Monday
nigh
Huron-to-Mackinac Island yacht
night following a lingeringillness.
the lands from one another that Members of Macatawa Bay Yacht the city clerk’s office. •
committed to Ionia’s hospital for
pm-. the 12 members filed i*ck To Attend Convention
the whites finally stole from Club will honor put Commodore Clerk Clarence Grevengoed said race Monday on a corrected time the criminally insane, continued She was the widow of the lata
into the court room to ask Judge
Anthony Elenbaas.
them.
George Copeland at the annual the ballots may be picked up at basis.
to enjoy those same "special She was a member of tha
Smith whether they should con- Holland will be represented by
Actually, Hilaria came across
Parkman is not a sentimental- stag
at
the
chib
Wednesday.
— —
--- ---- . *.**.M*.-T*m,j any time until 4.
oaiuiuav
2 pail, Saturday
privileges"which had amused the
sider penalties and for further In- a delegation of six at the district ist He deals in the facts of hisHarold Van Tongeren is in charge July 31. They must be returned the finislr line third behind Red dally press so much— a window Second Reformed Church, tha
s mictions on testimonyby psy
convenUon of Jehovah’s Witnesses tory, he does not either excuse of arrangementa for the dinner, by the time the polls close either Head, which captured third place
Ladies Aid Society and the Wothat opened and closed which
chiatrists. Judge Smith explained at the Grandstand, Exhibition
or condemn Indians or whites. Wives of members will have a to the clerk’s office or to a polling on corrected time. Winning the allowed fresh air and sunshine man’s MissionarySociety.
carefully that it is the duty of PMlc Toronto, Ont.,
Itia
classic
the speedy Escapade,
Survivors include one son, Orrin
His aiUiy
story a
is the slol
story of an ir- party at the hone of Mr*. Hamm station
to enter his cell, a cot with
the jury to determine a verdict
a blue hulled yawl owned by WJL
of Zeeland;one daughter Muriel
L£. Gorkins, presiding minister repressive evolution.
Grigg, 1949 South Shore Dr. The
When registrationsclosed a tomattress and blanketson it,
upon the facts and evidence of here and head of the local delegaof Chicago; one brother, Qerrit
event is known u the stagette. tal of 8,264 persons were listed as Anderson of Detroit
radio he shared with other Meengs of Grand Rapids; four
the case, and it is the sole
'*
tion, said the
group will travel
Kandu
the
cruising
B
Much
interest
and
a
large
ateligibleto vote. The
is a
-- — — — - — —
— - -**•*•*•'•
ajkt figure
uguic la
prisoners,food three times a day
vince of the court to impose penal by car to join theguandsof other Co-Chairmen
title and Hoot Mon capturedthe
tendance wu in order Ust Thun- drop of six from the total registerties. He warned that disagreement witnessesof Jehovah in their
cruising
C
crown.
day when the club staged
ed in 1952.
At Walther League
finements which, oddly enough,
by the jury would mean a retrial, five-day convention opening Wed"Family Fair” for the young
breakdown of individual
were also available to other Pasadena, Calif.
After conferenceswith lawyers,nesday.
Mari Van Dyke conducted de- people. A circus theme wu used wards follow. The fint figure is Pay Disorderly Fines
prisoners.
the court further pointed out that Eight delegates from the local votions and Patti Overway was
If - V
__
_
in decorations and the
games
1952 and the second __
1954.
And so, as the last fish-tailed
/GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
in cases where the Insanity issue congregation are planning to atcharge of the topic at the July which included an elephant toss. Fint ward, 1,090^1^062;second Philip Hollenback.17, Grand Cadillac dispersed into the rising
m a factor, the burden of proof tend a district convention at meeting of Walther League Sun- A puppet show pleased the young ward, 1,363-1,297;third ward, 1 Haven, and Lynnwood Cunning- sun, little Allegan returned to its
rest* with the prosecution to Milwaukee,Wis., July 29 through
day at Zion Lutheran Church. people.
Harold Van Ton- 235-1,191; fourth ward, 1,459- 1 - ham, 17, of Eut Lansing, each old familiar routines and relinnwe sanity, rather than with the Aug
Bill Stelninger and “Nancy Han- geren wu chairman of the event. 522; fifth ward, 1,482-1,525;sixth
the
paid S20 fine aqd |5.10 costs in quished its position
Going to the Canada convention sen were appointed co-chairmen The regular Saturday night din- ward, 1,641-1,667.
Muncipal Court Monday on nation’sfront pages.'to fresh tales
of the "Christian Growth," which tier dance will be held this week.
.v
a charge of being disorderly.The of violence and scandal.....without
combines Christian Knowledge Among other regularly scheduled
Average distancebetween the pair
engaged in a fight in regrets.
.'Mi
and Service.
events are the Thursday night earth and Mars when the two
the county parking lot at *
and Mr.
f
and Mri. Gorkins of HolRefreshments were served by
the Friday planets pass each other is about
land.
48 million, 600 thousand miles.
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Sunday School

1954

fighting

Gra-BeD

Lesson
Nine Nipped,

Sunday, July 25, 1954
Growing Through Prayer
Luke 11:1-13; Phillippians4: 6, 7
by Henry Geerlinga
The Scripture* are literally filled with references to prayer and
praying people. Prayer is mention-

By Measly Singles
This is i story of the mighty
home run— and the lowly single.
Both Moose and Gra-BeD got
three home runs in Thursday’*
City Softball League play, but
Moose bunched four singles In

ed in connection with the birth of
Enos, the writer making a general

statementbut giving no explanation of the connection between the
PubllihedEvery ThursIday by the Sentinel two events. Even earlierour first
Printing
ng Co.
— Office
------ 54-56 parents and Cain talked with the
Weil Eighth Street, Hoilc
Lord and perhaps others did also.
land. Michigan.
Entered ai eecond claw matter at
How intimately prayer was
the poet office at Holland.Mich.,
under the Act of Congreii,March 3. bound up with the lives of the Old
1879.
Testament men and women of
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publlaher faith will be made apparent
through just a few references to
Telephone— Newe Item* 3193
The Heme et the
Holland City New#

the fifth frame to break the back
of a determined Gra-BeD team
and eked out a 10-8 win.
Things looked good from the
home run standpoint for the
truckers when Dale Van Langevelde homered in the initial frame
with two men on base. Things
looked even better for ‘them when
Moose's Jason De Vries homered
in the bottom of the first— but
with no one on.
Home runs again were big stuff
in the third inning as Rog Overway pounded one into left cen-

_

„

Advertisingand SubicrlpUone3191

103

refresh our memories. Isaac'swife

by prayer; Jacob
The publishershall not be liable prayed until he obtained the blessfor any error or errors in printing
any advertising unless a proof
proof of ing of God. Samuel was bom as a
such advertisementshall have been direct result of prayer; Solomon
CROWDS CRASH COURTROOM — The Allegan court room was
obtained by advertiser and returned dedicatedthe temple by prayer.
ter field. Moose retaliated
reti
mildby him in time for corrections with
cleared of all spectators except witnesses and the press after a
such errors or correctionsnoted Prayer and hard labor rebuilt the
ly one run centered around a
.Cost It Pork Junior Horse Show Committee Members
crowd estimated at 150 broke a large glass door a few minutes
plainly thereon;and In such case If wall around Jerusalem;David
double by George Botsis.
(Sentinel photo)
any error so noted Is not corrected, prayed morning noon and night.
before the doors were to be opened at 1:30 Thursday afternoon
Double* iri both the fourth and
publishers liability shall not exceed
at the Small triaj. Mrs. Mable McMurray, 75, Allegan, barely
fith by Bob StiDe and Dale Van
such a proportion of the entire space Daniel was cast into the lion’s den
occupied by the error bears to the because he refused* to give up
Langeveldegave the truckers
visiblethrough the broken door at left, was assisted from the
whole space occupiedby such adver- praying; Hezekiah’s life was lenganother two runs, and then . .
scene when she became faint. Prosecutor Dwight Cheever is at
tisement. *
thened 15 years because of prayWith one out Moose's De Vries
left. Sheriff Walter Runkel has his back to camera at center.
TERMS OF SUBSCRimOX
er; the psalms are filled With
homered. After a strikeoutLcs
One year. $3.00; six months, $2.00; prayers and the prophets also.
(Sentinelphoto)
Dorneweerd did too. With two
three months, $L00; single copy. 10c.
i
As we read the opening books of If
Get
out
and
a
one-run
lead
Gra-Bcll
Subscriptions payable in advance and
Junior horsemen from all over
will be promptly discontinuedIf not the New Testament we are soon
watched a series of singles break
renewed.
Michigan
and the Midwest are
impressedwith the fact that the
a game that had been fought
Many students from our schools
Subscriberswill confer *a favor by
most of the way on home runs.
reporUngpromptly any Irregularity life of Jesus was undergirded with who have secured summer em- looking forward to one of the foreIn delivery.Write or Phone 319L
prayer. He prayed while being
v The singles went to Gil Vanmost junior shows pf the season.
baptized. He was alone praying ployment are being informed by
denberg, Frank 'Bagladi, George
The Castle Park Horse Show which
just before He asked the* disciples their employer that they may earn
Botsis and Stu Baker -and the
CAN’T* DRINK IT DRY
about the opionions of men con- over 5600 during the summer will be held next week Saturday,
game went to Moose.
If and when the 53 million pipeGrace Episcopal Church was the
Ideal weather prevailed Satu^
cerning Himself; He was praying
Gra-Bell’s home run in the
months and still be claimed as a July 31, at Maplebrook Farm near
line to Lake Michigan becomes a
scene
of the wedding Saturday
day
for
the
31st
annual
Heinz
when He was transfigured.John dependent on their parent’s income the
sixth by Ken Mast was anti-cli^
reality, there is at least one cerafternoon of Miss Audrey Leonard
records His prayer made shortly
picnic,
attended
by
a
large
crowd
mactical
and
the
margin
retax return.
tainty
an inexhaustiblewater
Pictured above, left to right, are
Speer and Wilber Clarence
before His betrayal; He prayed A. M. Menninger,district direcof employes and their families at mained the same in the final Vander Yacht. The double ring
supply for Holland, no matter how
Lynn
Winter.
Charlotte
Butler,
Harry Vaude Pels and daughstanza as both teams got one
large the city may grow in the in Gethsemane; He prayed on the tor of internal revenue, cautions
Tunnel Park.
ceremony was tead by the Very ter Helen of Orlando, Fla., are
cross for those who narfed Him
more run— Moose's on successive
both employers and students that Mary Lou Van Putten and Rosefuture. There may be uncertainRev. William C. Warner.
Events started at noon and invisiting at .the home of his bisthere; He prays for us and ever
ties connected with the project, as
this statement is not correct un- mary Brink. The picture was taken cluded a basket picnic, with coffee singles De Vries, Fread HandThe bride is the daughter of ter, Mrs. Hein Derks, West Main
lives to make intercessionfor His
werg
and
Dorneweerd.
after
an
outdoor
meeting
of
the
der present law. He stated that
to cost and maintenance and so
and lemonade served by the comMr. and Mrs. Howard Reynier Ave., for a 10 day vacation. They
on, but adequacy of the water own; He prayed in the morning ‘‘legislation to this effect is under Junior Horse Show Committee at pany, and games for all ages. Bob StUle hurled 13-hit ball Speer of Radburn, N.J. The
are former residents of Zeeland
and in the evening, and even conwhile
winner
George
Botsis
alMaplebrook
Farm.
supply is assured. At least as long
consideration by the Congress of
Favors were presented to chil- lowed nine safeties.
groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. and are visitingother friends.
tinued in prayer throughout a
A great deal of planning has gone
as* the lake remains the lake and
the United States but has not been
dren under five years.
The following attended the
night. If prayer meant to Jesus, if
But Moose got the singles, and Andrew Vander Yacht, 341 East
into making this year’s show the
passed as law.”
its connection with the globe reFifth St.
Winners for the various events that was the game.
Camp
Geneva conference last
it was so important in His life,
mains constant.
The present law states that any biggest and best in the 15-year his- were: Merchandise prizes, Horse
Altar bouquets of pink and week: Norma Lee Bolman, Carol
what should it mean to us?
The
second contest at Van Tontory
of
tfie
show.
According
to
In the old Scandinavianmythoperson earning 5600 or more durHorz, Horce Renick, Helen Hila- geren Field saw Holland pull a white, candelabra an{ palms were Decker, Nelva Helder, Rosella
The apostle Paul was the greatlogy the Norse god Thor was chaling the year is subject to the fed- Mary Lou Van Putten. chairman, rides, Reka Bontekoe and Corey
used to decorate the church. Hoffman and Eunice Kossen.
est missionary the wdrld has ever
surprise hitting attack out of the
lenged to a drinking bout— to drink
eral income tax and must file a nearly. Uvice as many entrants are Prins; scrambles, Ronny Thomas,
known, and player came first in
Mr. and Mrs. George Meengs
hat to down Vandenberg Buick, Roger Rietberg played the tradiat one draught the huge goblet that
tax form at the end of the year. expected.
tional wedding music and accom- and Mrs. Meengs, sister, Mary
Nancy Kvorka, Judy Cook; tie-a- 12-2.
his strategy. He was the rarest
was set before him. He tried his spirit strategistof the whole Thus students earning 5600 or The show will begin at 9 a.m. and knot, Ruth Van Huis, Betty Ann
panied the groom, when he sang Leenhouts of Holland, have rePicking up three runs in the
continue throughout the day with a
very best, but when he set it down
Christian world. Strategy is a more during 1951 will be required two hour recess for lunch at noon. Smith, Joyce Kronemeyer; news- first and fourth inning, fou'- in 'The Lord's Prayer” during the turned from a month’s pleasure
the water in the goblet was still at
to file a tax return and may not
ceremony.
paper
race,
Carole
Weaver,
Nova
trip to the west coast. They visitfighting word. The earth with its
the third and two ir^the seventh.
the same level. Later the trick was
be claimed as a dependent by any Morning events will start with White; all shoe scramble,Paul
The bride, given in marriageby ed at the home of their daughter,
spirit atmosphere was the battle
North
HoDand
just
seemed
to
Leadline
class
for
young
riders
unexplainedto him— the bottom of field, and is today. The forces other taxpayer.
her father, wore a street-lengthNorma, and famUy in CaUfornia.
Van Huis, Calvin Breuker, Ron- ’have it’.
the goblet was connected with the
Menninger states that if and der seven to be shown at a walk ald Conklin; eat the marshmallow
gown of cocoa taffeta with a fuD
arrayed against each other are
The annual picnic of Zeeland
Vahdenberg’s
lonely
pair
of
ocean, and the god would haye had unseen forces— unseen but real- when the law changes on this sul>- and slow
Hazel Rotman, Judy Geurink, De- runs came in the second inning appliquedskirt. Her accessories Home Economics Group No. 1 was
There will be 15 events in all in- lores Cobb; wheelbarrow race,
included a pink velvet headband
to drink up all the seas to win his far more read! than things seen. ject, sufficient publicity will be
held last week at the home of
cluding two new classes, a Pair Philip Frank and Teddy Kempker, on singles by Stan Wlodarczyk with nose veil and she carried an
bet .
Man is the high prize fought for. given notifying all taxpayersconMrs. Peter BriU, on Church St.,
and
Bill
Fortney.
Big
gun
in
the
Class and a Water CarryingRace. Jerry Brandt and Ronald Conkold fashionedbouquet of pink member of the group. They enThat would be Holland’s position In all the apostles skilledstrate- cerned.
North
Holland
attack
was
Jun
The Obstacle Race, a new feature lin, Jerry White and Kenny
roses.
if the pipeline to the lake should
gy, prayer played the leading part.
joyed their picnic potluck dinner
of last year's show, will be in- Wierda; penny carry, Francis Hop with a home run and two
Mrs. Haney Bluekamp, sister
be built We would have to drink Prayer la a spirit force, dynamic
at a table on the lawn. Sixteen
double
in
five trips to the plate.
cluded again this year. Riders Hansen, Clare De Ridder and
the groom, as matron of members attendedthe social afup the lake, and then all the other in its energy, quite beyond meaGlen Ebels, in addition id of
{mist
come
prepared
for
anything
honor,
wore
lavender
taffeta
with
lakes, to exhaust the water supply.
Maxine Brandt.
fair including Mrs. J. Van Volkensurements and standards. We
pounding (Kit a double and single
as the details are still secret.
Our needs will be much more learn moat of Paul when he is at
Hook elbows race, Keith White in four trips, hurled three hit ball matching accessories and a bou- burgh and Mrs. Dena Wierenga of
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Another innovation of this year's and Harvey Kronemeyer, Philip
quet similar to the bride’s of
modest than that, no matter how prayer, for he is a master at that.
Holland. Games were enjoyed
to notch the win. BiD SpykerFriday were Sharon Malengraf, show is the divisionof the chamred roses.
large the city should grow. If the
Frank
and
Morris
De
Ridder
after the picnic dinner.
man
and Bob Fortney shared
His letters take us into the holy route 2; Tristrom Coffin, Castle
pionship into two divisions, English Calvin Breuker and Dale Conklin,
Duane Vander Yacht sened his
pipelinecan be constructedby of holies of his inner life. One can
Mr. and Mrs., W. Stain and
mound duty for the losers.
Park; Mrs. George Klingenberg,
brother as best man. Ushers were
means of self-liquidatingbonds, often see the whole landscape 32 Cherry St.; Mrs. Charles Ro- and Western, with championship volley ball tournament, winning
daughters,Patricia and Carol
trophies for each.
Donald S. Speer of Marion, Ind.,
team, captain-Ben Mast, runnerup
the future citizensof Holland will dear to the horizon through a
Jean of Albuquerque,N.M., are
berts. 49 East 16th St.; Andrew
brother of the bride, and Harvey
In the English division of the team, captain-Wesley Glass, score
be in a favored position. They will thin crack in the fence. Xhere is
visiting at the home of their
J. De Witt, route 2; Tray Estes,
Bluekamp,
brother-in-law
of
tho
championship, riders will be cbm- 10-6; shoe kick; Hazel Wierda,
have one of the most basic needs many a crevice in these lettersof route 1 Spring Lake.
brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
groom.
peting for the Carter P. Brown Frieda Van Kampen, Dorothy
of community taken care of not the apostle. They give rare picTom Whitsitt.
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Following
the
ceremony
a
reChallenge
Trophy.
Angela
Erickson
Gilbert; break the balloon; Ben
merely on a temporary basis but tures in living,glowing colors of Bernard Laarman and baby, 409
The Rev. and Mrs. Edwin Mulception for 80 guests was held in
will be trying for a second leg on Bomvman, Wesley Glass, Dale
for so long a period in the future this master of prayer at prayer.
der of Ridgefield, N.J., are the
Fourth Ave.; Mrs. Norman Vande the t^ree times necessaryto keep
the parish house with Mr. and
Wolters; fill - a - qoke; married
that the end of that vista cannot There is a story in itself in these Burg and baby, 2?3 North River
parent* of a son. Timothy John,
Mrs. Curtis R. Gray as host and
be seen. And if the city should letters of Paul’s inner prayer life. Ave.; Mrs. Gordon Slenk and baby, the trophy. In the Western division. couples,Mr. and Mrs. George Inborn June 26. Mrs. Mulder taught
ALLEGAN (Special)-TheRev. hostess.
grow beyond the wildest Imagin- It would be immensely helpful to route 6; Mrs. Donald Morris and Margis Thomasma will be trying man, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Van Huis
the fourth grade in Zeeland eleGifts were arranged by Mrs.
Thomas F. Frisby, 29, a native of
ings of city planners,even then the pick out the prayer threads, a baby 84 i East Eighth St.; Harry for her second win on the Thom- Mr. and Mrs. John Achterhof.
mentary school.
Chester
Oonk.
Mrs.
Maurice
Winners of the Mr. and Mrs Akron, Ohio, will become rector
water needs would be taken care word here, a phrase there, and Van Dam. 350 East 24th St.; Mar- asma Brothers Western HorsemanThe Zeeland Christian Reformcontest, Dorothy Gilbert and of the EpiscopalChurch of the Schaap sened at the punch bowl. ed Churches will hold their anof, for the big lake cannot be weave them in the fabric of a vin ' Essink route 2, Hamilton; ship ChampionshipTrophy.
Mrs.
Irvin
Smith
and
Mrs.
Jack
Two judges will make the all im- Chester Kronemeyer;object in Good Shepherd in mid-August,
drained dry.
story. It would make a beautiful Charles Jones, route 2: Miss Mary
Oonk presided at the coffee table. nual mission fest at Lawrence
And Holland, of course, would piece of iapestry. In every one he Rusticus, 181 East Fifth St.; An- portant decisions. Lawrence Katt of jar, Roger Boeve, Clare Frank, church officersannounced Friday. In charge of the guest book was Street City Park Wednesday
Rev. Frisby succeedsthe Rev.
Grand Rapids will judge Western Lucinda Prins; horseshoedoubles
not remain the sole user of this is praying for those spirit children drew J. De Witt route 2.
afternoon and evening.
classes, and another outstanding tournament,winning team. Keith Alan Stansfeld who left June 1 Mrs. Albert Z. Strieder of Clifton,
water supply. It would be an area whom he has fathered. He tells
The children’smeeting will be
Admitted Saturday were; Mrs.
to serve in the Church of the Holy N.J., grandmother of the bride. held at 4:30 p.m. when Gertrude
supply, with water at least avail- thetri for what he is praying and Arthur Becksvoort, 79 East 34th horseman, as yet unnamed, will Conklin and Wayne Glass, runner
Mrs.
Vander
Yacht
sent
her
up team, Chester Kronemeyer and Spirit, Lake Forrest, 111.
judge the English division.
able to such other nearby commu- for what he is praising.
Van Haitsma will address the
St.; Miss Linda Becksvoort,79
When Rev. Frisby and hi* fam- bridal bouquet to Mrs. Harley children. The evening meeting will
nities as might wish to take advanPrayer is conditionedby our East 34th St., and Charles Brower, Members of the committee spent Jim Rotman.
much of last Thursday selecting Special cash prizes, Herbert ily arrive they will take up resi- HU1, who is convalescing in Park feature an address by the Rev.
tage of the service.
concept of God. If we are to pray, 361 Maple Ave.
the
many beautifulpieces of silver Colton, Jr., Leo Roberts, Howard dence in the new rectory, purchase View Memorial Hospital, Ft. Alex De Jonge. Special music will
Holland is in a favored position then we must believe that God is.
Discharged Saturday were:
of which was announced this Wayne, Ind.
in this respect. Our proximity to If we did not believe this there Charles Den Uyl, 115 East 17th which are used for trophies. The Brumm, Roy Stewart, Lorretta
For their wedding trip to be providedand a movie, 'They
Daining, John Achterhof, Tiede week. The rectory will be the
the big lake has been an asset in would be little reason to go to St.; Tray Estes route 1, Spring trophies will be displayed in the
Ontario,
Canada, the new Mrs. Need Christ” will be shown.
many ways these many years, but Him in prayer. For if prayer is to Lake; George Essink. route 5; lobby of the Castle a few days be- Hibtna, Bernard Hill, Nola Pride- home of the late Volney Ferris, on .Vander Yacht wore a black and On Friday evening, July 23. a
more, Harry Maines, Wesley Glass Hubbard St., less than a block
fore the show.
reception will be held in the city
it looks as if the possibUitiesof have any real meaning for us, it Mrs. Nellie Helder, 200 Maple
white cotton print with a matchWilbur Cobb, Foster Crocker, from the church.
Members
of
the
committee
are
hall auditorium honoring Jonkheer
this resource have hardly yet been must be based on the fact that Ave.; Mrs. Minnie Jacobsen, route
ing
stole
lined
in
red
and
black
The new minister is a graduate
Harold Beukema.
Rene J.H. and Mrs. Roell of
imagined. That we will need an God is a conscious being, that He 2, West Olive; Miss Gloria Schur- Mary L*>u Van Putten, chairman;
of Akron. During World War II he and white accessories.
Sening
on
the
general
commitadded water supply is clear. Get- is concerned about His creation, man, 78 East 23rd St.; John Hud- Rosemary Brink, secretary; TwinWhen they return from their Haamstede, The Netherlands. He
tee were Edward Chartier.George served, for three years in the
ting one that in its very nature and that He is ready and willing zik Jr. 97 South Division Ave.; kle Fry, corresponding secretary';
honeymoon
the couple will be at is the burgomaster of Haamstede
Stephens, Earle Wright, Tillman Army including a year and a half
on the island Schoviwen Duivencannot run dry would seem to be too listen when His children speak Mrs. Merle Bpes and baby, 303 Bill Butler, treasurer;Charlotte
home
*t
221
West 12th St.
with
the
intelligence
section
of
Senters, Lawrence Sale, Mildred
good sense.
land in the Province of Zeeland.
to Him.
West 18th St.; Mrs. Robert Kra- Butler, assistanttreasurer.
Mrs.
Vander
Yacht
attended
Koert, Herbert Colton, Margie the First Infantry division in
Jonkheer
and Mrs. Roell are tourPraying to God about trouble- ker and baby, route 5; Mrs. NorPurdue University and the groom
Bain, Bernard Hill, Robert Freer* Europe.
ing the United States at their
some problems will bring Christ- man Dunn and baby 556 Washing- Beeman, Boyd and Sear*
is
attending
Hope
College.
Followingthe war he attended
and John Dziedzioc.
own expense. The trip is made
ian growth. With His help we can ton Ave.; Mrs. Donald fHenbaas,
Union Theological Seminary at
to convey their community’s
be strong enough to meet prob- 388 Fouth Ave; Miss Sandra Tim- Cop Double Sailing Honors
New York City and was graduatgratitude to the American people
lems. His loving care and our mer, 449 Burton S. E., Grand RaMother, Two Children
Saugatuck Man
ed, in 1950, from Virginia TheoloWeekend racing on Lake Macafor the splendid help given the
trust in Him will bring peace.
pids, and Mrs. Richard Sterenberg
gical Seminary', Alexandria, with Injured in Collision
tawa produced a trio of double Dies at Hospital
Dutch at the time of the disasGrowth does not occur in sud- and baby route 6.
at
a Bachelor of Divinity degree.
trous flood in 1953. The city
den jumps, but step by step in the - Admitted to Holland Hospital winners as John Beeman. Jane
He became a deacon in the A mother and her two children council and the Holland Flood
SAUGATUCK (Special) — WilA season'srecord for camp per- regular practice of prayer and Sunday were: Mrs. Johan Bok- Boyd and Pete Sears sailed to
were
treated
at
Holland
Hospital
church
in
June,
1950,
foDowed
by
ber
C.
Hiatt,
82,
of
722
Lake
St.,
Relief Committee is sponsoring
mits issued during one week was meditation. Each prayer will help hove, 241 West 19th St.; Mrs. wins in their classes on both
died at Douglas Hospital Sunday ordination Dec. 16. 1950. He serv- for injuries received in a three-car this meeting. Dr. f).C. Bloemenset at Holland State Park during us grow closer to Him and to that George Minncma, 385 West 20th Saturday and Sunday.
had been a ed as rector cf Grace Episcopal collisionat 120th and 16th Sts. daal, who was Zeeland Mayor at
Beeman paced the nipper class at 6:50 p.m.
the seven-day period ending Sun- heavenly home which is our goal. St.; and Ben Schrotenboer, route
patient at the hospital for 11 days. Church Defiance, Ohio, from Saturday afternoon.
both
days,
followed
by
Kinny
day night.
that time, is in charge of arrangegrow through prayer. Wc 2, Zeeland.
Mr*. Arthur Becksvoort, 23, AlHamm
and
Joe
Good
on Saturday He was born in Winchester, Ind., June, 1950, until the present time.
ments.
Park Manager Clare Broad re- grow spiritually.
keep our
Discharged from Holland Hoson Oct. 27, 1871 to the late Mr. He was also in charge of the, legan, driver of one car, was
ported 295 camp permits issued— lives intune with God. We gather pital Sunday were Mrs. George and Hamm and Betsy Barkwell
Hicksville, Ohio, church during treated for shock, her son, Arnold
and Mrs. Riley. Hiatt.
on
Sunday.
with 84 of them recorded Satur- strength for the task of the day. Klingenberg, 32 Cherry St.; HerWa£ne, 3, cuts and bruises, and Saugatuck Women’* Golf
this period.
He
is
survived
by
the
wife,
Minday for another record— the We learn to place implicittrust in man Rienhard, 5884 Cates Ave., Lightning winner was Boyd, nie.
Rev. and Mrs. Frisby have a Linda, 11, for forehead lacerations.
followed
by
Caryl
Curtis
and
biggest single day this season.
God with the assurancethat He St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Elmer HoeMrs. Becksvoortwas driving Tourney Closet in Tie
son, Thomas, Jr., and two daugh"It was the biggest turnover will give us that which is best. zee and and baby, 266 East 14th Paul Harms on Saturday and
north
on 120th St. and Glen Rusters,
Barbara
Anne
and
Sarah
of the season,” Broad said.
Our prayer life affectsevery other St.; Mrs. George Romeyn and Buzz Boersma and Paul Harm*
SAUGATUCK (Special) - FlorLynn.
scher, 27, route 3, west on 16th
came
through
on
Sunday.
He compared the Sunday at- area of our existence and tempers baby, route 1; Mrs. Harvey Genence Tahaney and Marion Nies tied
St., when they collided.The im
Pete Sears was the winner in
tendance at the park to the huge our whole life.
zink and baby, 861 Lincoln Ave.;
pact knocked the Russchercar in for first in the weekly Saugatuck
110 class. Ken Scripsema and
crowd that jammed the beach on
Surprite Shower Given
Mrs. Jerry Kline and baby, 272
to one operated by Hanford Law Women’s Golf Association tournaJim
Boyd
were
right
behind
on
the Fourth of July. More than 25,ment Thursday morning. Both shot
West Ninth St.; Miss Alyce Jipson, 33, Grand Rapids.
For Mitt Marilyn Derht
Saturday and Clarke Field, Jr.,
000 visitors were recorded Sunday Two Honored at Shower
ping, Waukazoo; Mrs. Arthur
Damage to Mrs. Becksvoort'* 36s.
and
Scripsema
drew
the
flag
and there just weren’t any park- Given by Mrs. Boawer
Becksvoort and baby, 79 West on Sunday.
A miscellaneous surprise shower 49 model car and Russcher’s '47 Close in second was Lorraine
ing spaces. Long traffic lines
34th St.
honoring Miss Marilyn Derks was model car was estimated at *500 Broker with 37 while four tied for
clogged the oval all afternoon.
Mrs. George Bouwer entertain- Hospital births include a son
given Thursday evening by Miss each while damage to Lawson’s '48 third at 38. They were Rose oJhnAttendance for the entire week- ed at a double suTprise shower born Friday •’to Mr. and Mrs.
Beverly Israels at 333 Lakewood model car was estimated at $200, ston, Hazel Erickson, Barb Klaasend was 54,000 with 11,000 re- Friday evening at her home on Elmer Hoezee, 266 East 14th St.;
en and Bernice Fogerty. Helen
Ottawa County deputies said.
Blvd.
corded Friday and 18.000 Satur- Lakewood Farm in honor of her a son, ConstantineRobert, born
Jones had the least number of
Games
were
played with dupDday. During the week, 102,000 two nieces. Grace and Johanna Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
putts.
cate prizes being awarded to Mrs.
persons came to the park.
Lambers of Wyoming Park, who Botsis, 107 East 16th St.; a son,
Next week, a match play against
Gerrit Israels, Mrs. Harris De Birthday Party Given
At present, there are both tent will be married in the near future. Steven Dale, born Friday to Mr.
Side of
par tournament is planned with a
Witt, Mrs. Chester Prins and thel For Mrt. Eilander
and tratier spaces available,the
Games were played and prizes and Mrs. Chester Kal'kman.1025
three-quarters handicap and lowMisses Bertha Beekman and BarUtter without electricity.
awarded.A two-course lunch was East Eighth St; a son, Donald
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
bara Elgersma.
Mrs.
George
Eilander of 251 putt competition.
served by the hostess assisted by James bom Saturday to Mr. and Susan Wilde, 7, of 1192 Pine St.,
Miss Derks opened her gifts un- West 19th St was guest of honor
Mrs. Ben Scholten and Mrs. Gerrit Mrs. Gordon Naber, 1051 Paw Muskegon, was treated for body
Mn. Van Dort, 81,
derneath an umbrella gaily decor- at a birthday party Saturday eveSchutten.
Herman H. Schoo Die*
Paw Dr.; a son Craig Allen, bom bruises and a possible concussion
ated in yellow and green.
ning.
Diet on Saturday
Invited were the Mesdames Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs. Warren at Municipal Hospital after being
Guest list included the MesA picnic was held at Kollen At Douglas Hospital
John Lambers Al Vanden Berg. Bosman, 143 Fairbanks Ave.; a struck by a car on North Shore
dames Reka Hamstra. Chester Park, where games were played
Mr*. Nancy Van Dort, 81, Harold Martinie, John H. Diekja- daughter, Winola Kay, bom Sun- Rd., north of the Grand Haven
Prins, Harris De Witt, Gerrit and gifts presented to the honored FENNVILLE (Special) - Herwidow of the late Peter Van kobs, John Harger, Harm Van day to Mr. and Mr*. Kenneth city limits at 9:20 p.m. Saturday.
Israels, Russ Van Til, Marvin guest. Later, guests went to Mrs. man H. Schoo, 84, died Sunday at
Dort died Saturday 1:50 p.m. at Munster, John Kortman, Albert Branderhorst,route 1, Hamilton; Two cars were involved, one
Mokma,
Bud Katt, Eugene Wier- Eilander’* home for a social eve- Douglas Hospital following a
WC. WALLACE l HYLAND *nHolland Hospital Mrs. Van Dort Kortman, Gerrit Schutten,Fred a son, Larry John, bom Sunday driven by Claude Bosch, 36,
inga. John De Bree, Harold Derks ning.
short illness. He is survived by a
ltr*d strrlct Jam 2. 1952. and
was born In Holland on Jan. 1873 Oldemulders,Arend Naber, John to Mr. and Mrs. Evert Bredeweg,
Grand Haven, heading south and now la tarring In Kona. EoUowlng
and
Carl Risselada and the Misses
sister-in-law. Mrs. John Schoo of
Guests
included
Mr.
and
Mr*.
and lived here all her life. She Bouwer, Ben Scholten, George 332 James St., and a daughter, the other operatedby Jacqueline
Cornelia Beekman, Bertha Beek- Charles Eilander, Gayle and Mark, St Louis, Mo., who is enroute
basic training at Ft Knox. Ky.. ho
was the daughter of the late Mr. Egbers, Ed Wesselink, George Linda Kay, bom Sunday to Mr.
Permoda, 22, Grand Rapids, headman and Barbara Elgersma.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack De Vries and here for services.
wax a tank driving Instructor.Hyand Mrs. Anna Wierda.
Schrovenwever, John Schutten, and Mrs. Marinus De Kraker, 293 ing north.
A
two-course lunch was served Jackie, Mr. and Mrs. Don De
land.
ton
of
Nr.
and
Mrs.
Donnlt
She ia survived by one brother, Gerrit Benge, Willjam Nyboer, Arthur Ave.
State Police said the child ran
by Mrs. ComeUus Israelsand Miss Vries, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dykstra
Hyland, 147 East 19th SL spout a
Frank Wierda, of Al^pdale; and John Nyboqr, Richard Riemersma,
out in front of the Permoda car
Harriet Slag.
and Jeanie of ConkUn, Mr. and
21 -day lurlougbwith his pannts
several nieces andI nephews.
John Wiechertjes,Dick Vcrsen- The total Jewish populationof and into the left side of the Bosch
Miss Derks, daughter of Mr. Mrs. Melvin Dykstra, Bob
and wUo. tho format Jacquelyn
daal, John Nyboer and the Misses the world is 11,558,830,of which car. Bosch said he did not see the
AMBULANCE SERVICE
and Mrs. Harold Derks. 402 stra, Miss Kathy Lampen,
Sytsaa.In May bofon going ororGeorge WashingtonCarver, Alberdine Lambers, Gesine Kort- approximately2,500,000 are trapchild before she struck the car.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Lincoln
Ave.,
wiD
be
married
to
mas.
His
addnss
lx
He.
Wallace
and
Mrs.
Lester
Klaasen,
Sr.,
-Mrs.
noted Negro scientist,was born man, Hermina Kolk, Glenda Bou- ped behind the Iron Curtain, if is
Miss Permoda was charged with /. Hyland.UJ. 55402179. Tank CoRonald Israeli, son of Mr. and Alice Van Putten, Mr
none sets
of slave parents on a farm near wer, Rosalyn Bouwer and the honreported in the American Jewish driving without an operator’s lic25th Infantry Beg* AI.O. 25 c/e
Mrs. Gerrit t Israels of 73 River lister Klaasen. Jr., and Jeanie
. Wotsr, Mgr.
i, Mo.
cra^guetti.
Year Book, 19$ edition.
ense on her person. No other fostmaster. tan Francisco. Calif.
Ave., on Aug. 6.
and Nancy Groeveneveldt
.was selected
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Battle;

In

Vets

Onc« this season vaunted Hulst
Bros, has been beaten. The team—
Main Auto.
Friday night Main Auto demonstrated that this was no fluke by
battling the league leaders 1-1 into
10 inning draw after leading
most of the way. And was it close.
Not only did both teams have one
run, but both garnered exactly six

CrnshesDiitcbiM)
In Legion

Student Council of the

high
achool wifli the organization at
drive has been started. Holland’s
district includes Olive, Blendon,

Park and Holland Townships.
After a date soon to be decided

upon all German citizensand all
persons of that nationalitywho
have only declared their Inten-

Macatawa Furniture Shop

Take Property
GRAND RAPIDS Mich.— U. S.
District Attorney Wendell Miles
said Friday that he has been Instructed by the Justice ahd Trea-

Tourney

Grand Rapids’ representativein
the American Legion Junior baseball district tournament romped
to its second and final win over
the Holland squad 9-6 at Riverview Park Saturday afternoon.
The contest was decisivein the
two out of three tourney as the

Camp Custer, the YMCA

a

Miles Ordered to

1917

(Following is taken from news
Items appearing in the Holland
Dally Sentinel published more
than 35 years ago.)
Through the cooperation of the

Whip North End

Engaged

Grand Rapids Nine

sury Deprtaments to take over
100 feet of frontage on Lake Macatawa at Holland for the Coaat
Guard.
The site has been designated by
the government for a new Coast
Guard installation.
A condemnationtrial was shceduled to be held in Federal Court
here In September.
Miles said he was authorized to
take the property Immediatelyin
a "edecla ration of tajdn proceedings-” The property is located on

FurnitureCity crew mauled the
locals 19-2 in the opener Friday.

hits.

tion of taking out the first citizenBoy Seriously Hart
Representing four Grand Ra
Lairy Knoper for Hulst and Jas
ship papers must have a permit
pids
high schools with total enEbels for the auto crew were at
In Bike-Car Accident
before they can go within one
rollment of less than 2,500, the
their best on the mound, striking
mile of the post office or any
15 boys on the squad represented
out six and seven men respecHAROLD HOLTBUrr.aoa
GRAND
(Special)
other government building in HolUnion, Goodwin, Grandvilleand
in the severilh.
Ralph Hoftnut. 1»0 Birch
David Allen Vander Mate, 10-year- land, began a story in the WedEast Grand Rapids.
the north side of the channel runSL wot graduatedJulf 19 tom
Knoper was tapped for a double
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Van- nesday, Nov. 14, issue of the HolWith a combinationlike that,
ning from Lake Macatawa to Lake
Mohr Borbor College. Chicago. Ho
with discriminating der Mate, rout/e 2, West Olive, is land Daily Sentinel publishedin
' in the third inning that paved the
Miss Huldoh Bequttte
the visitorsput together some
i« conilaaiag his practicaltraisiog
way for the opening score. Howie tastes have discovered the Maca- in serious condition in St. Mary’s 1917.
Mrs. Huldah N. Bequette, 577 Michigan and Is near Holland
classy pitching power that held
state park.
Glupker pounded out the double, tawa Furniture Shop to be just the Hospital where he was taken fol- SuperintendentWilliam Fuehrer ia Chicago uutii August attar
Michigan Ave., announces the enthe Dutch hitters to a pair of
which
he
ping
to
practice
JocaJif.
went to third on an outfield out
gagement of her daughter, Hul- The present Coast Guard station
lowing an accident about 4 p.m. of the Zeeland school is one of
safeties in the second and ninth
shop to find what they had in mind
in Holland Is located on the south
Ho ha gradual#ot Hollaud Chrisand scored on a wild pitch.
Thursday.
dah, to Pfc. Elmer Don Teusink,
three local directors of the Boys’
frames.
in home furnishings.It is comparUau High School.
side of the channel.
From then on Hulst was fightson of Elmer Teusink of Holland.
David, who received a broken
campaign
Ottawa
The two singles laid the groundThe property formerly was the
ing not so much for its league title able to shops found in larger cities left hip and other injuries, was county. His district is Zeeland,
Pfc. Teusink is with the armed
work for two runs in the second forces in Germany.
site of the "Big Top,” which burnas for its prestige.Finally in the such as Detroit and Chicago.
hurt when struck by a car while Jamestown
Georgetown
inning, as Tom Van Putten singled
The shop's ‘‘custom-order sered down a few years ago.
seventh inning Bud Hulst drew a
riding his bicycle. He was follow' townships.
with two men on— scoring them
vice” caters to each individual’s
walk, advanced on an infield out,
ing a truck east on M-50 and Ex-Mayor and Mrs. George P.
both. A lone run was picked up in
Literal meaning of the Kremstole third and scored on Glen taste and specification. It features started to make a left turn from Tilma of Grand Rapids were in
the fifth before the Dutchmen got
custom
finishing *which cannot be
lin is ‘‘citadeL’,
Nykamp’s single.
behind the truck when he swung the city Tuesday to close up a
rollingin the ninth.
But under league rules no in- found in any other store.
into the path of a car traveling real estate deal selling their
to
Trailing 9-3, the Dutch comHarold
Streur,
proprietor, is a
ning may start after 9 p.m., and
west.
property on East Eighth St. in
bined two walks and a hit bastmaster craftsmanin the art of finleague officials stopped the contest
The driver, Bernard Eerdmans. Riverside addition to C. Mast of
man with singlesby Leroy Fogerishing, having had more than 20
in the 10th inning, resettingit for
49, of 912 Dickenson SE, Grand this city. The ex-Mayor is a farty and Norm Witteveen to score
years
of
experience.
He
is
assisted
in 2
July 24.
Rapids, was not held. He was en mer now and says he likes it.
three times. But two outs put a
by
John
Van
Maastricht
also
Newspapers in the United States
In the second City Softball
C.J. DeRoo, former managerof
route to the lake with his wife and
quick end to the rally.
skilled in this field. They are able
Almost 75 golfers are preparing
League contest at Van Tongeren
and
Canada proved again in 1953
children.
Standard Roller Millers and at
In the meantime the Grand Rato give customersany type of finfield A1 Kraai hurled a one hitter
one time mayor of Holland, was to tee off in the annual best-ball pids outfit had pounded out 13 they are leading mass media, as
ish whether It be "Old World Mato shackle North End batters and
in the city for a few days. Mr. tournament at American Legion
hits, scoring twice in the first, they set new all-timehigh tirculaAll Maku
hogany,” "Sahara Blonde,” or
country club.
give the Vets an 8-2 win.
De Roo now residesin Flint.
fifth and eighth innings,and three tion totals, according to the BurAntique Cherry.”
Legion
Pro
George
Slikkera
said
Two-baggers were the big feaOf all the rural mail carriers
times in the sixth.
The sales department, also "cusAuthorized
ture of the Vet attack, a$ three of
who served the Hollaijd post today tliat 36 teams have already Only home run of the contest eau of Advertising,American
Chryzlor-PtyurautliDeofor
them accountedfor five of the tom-order service,” is in charge of
office during the first few years entered in the two flights—
Newspaper Publishers Association.
came
in
the
fifth
inning
when
VFW scores. A home run by A1 William G. Riemersma.The show
of the service, only one is left on championship and first. He said
For the six month* ending Sept
Union High school ace Carl PagaSolos
Kraal in the opening frame didn't room displays custom finished
the job. It was 15 years ago to- each team must play 72 holes and
nelli pounded one into the left 30, 1953, the circulationof weektables, desks and occasionalpieces.
have
their
scores
recorded
by
U W.
ftTMt
7141
hurt either.
day (Nov. 15.) that Anthony Rosfield bleachers.Paganelli also had day newspapers in the two counA total of *8 building permits bach took his first trip along his Friday, Aug. 13.
Pounding out the doubles were Custom upholsteredsofas, chairs,
Prizes will be given in both two signles in the four trips to the tries averaged 57,976,192 copies
John Wolters, Bob Schutt and Bill sectionals and occasionalpieces were issued during the months route and during all that time he
plate, while Bob Anderson notched per day. This is a gain of 618,039
can
be
ordered
in
customer's
flights
for first, second, third and
Franks.
has missed only 12 days because
copies a day over the correspondchoice of cover from more than 1,- of May and June in Holland of lllneps.In that period he fourth places and for birdies on four singles in four attempts.
North End rallied brieflyin the
Bob Noble and Tom Charon, ing period of 1952. Sunday circuTownship,
according
to
Walter
000
samples.
The
shop
has
gained
the
ninth
and
13th
hole*.
Slikkers
fifth inning on George Moomey’s
traveled approximately 120,000
both of Godwin Heights, shared lation continued to top 48 million
an enviable reputation for its sel- Vander Haar, clerk.
triple and in the sixth on a series
or about the distance of five said that teams could still enter mound duties for Grand Rapids copies per Sunday.
by
paying
the
entry
fee.
ection
of
lamps
and
in
addition
of walks and errors, but was cut
, Value of the 52 May permits times around the earth.
Compared with the increase In
emphasized,however, the allowing two hits each.
The churches of Holland have
short after a single run each there is a large selectionof pic- was 8297,250 and included:
AT HOME AND AT
The Grand Rapids squad, de- population during the past three
tures, prints and carpeting.
frame.
One church, 19 new homes with contributed up to date a total of Aug. 13 record deadline and said fending champion for three yeti’s, decades (1920 vs. 1953), total
Most recent service is the addi- garages attached, seven new $1,866.66to the Ottawa Red Cross. that players must indicate before
THE
A1 Kraai was winning pitcher on
is entered in both AA and A divi- weekday circulation has grown
Corp. Lawrence H. Dalman, the toruing the links on any particular
the one-hitter, while Ed Stille was tion of custom made draperies. homes, 13 garages, nine residential
sions this season.
twice as fait and Sunday circulaThere are several hundred patterns alternations,four retail stores, former Hbpe basketball star who day whether they art playing
tapped for 10 hits in losing.
tion almost four times.
and colors from which to select. three warehouses and one pump was transferred recently from tournament golf.
The population in 1920 was 106,Another service is "sellingin the house.
Camp Custer to Washington, D.C., Back in the championshipflight
466,000 and weekday circulation
home,” which saves a customer The 24 June permits had an has been sent by the government is Tom Sasanioto, 1953 champion
27,790,656and Sunday circulation
many weary shoppinghours. Mr. estimated $77,650 valuation, to Philadelphia,where he will act whose ’53 partner,Ray Knooi17,083,604.In 1953 the population
Riemersma is studying with the Vandei1 Haar said,
in the capacityof inspector of huizen, has not entered the tourwas 158,119,000and weekday cirNew York School of Interior De- i They include two homes with gas masks in the Hero Mfg. Co. nament thia year.
culation was 54,472,286 and Sun* VOU* HOSTS:
sign arid is qualified to assist in garages attached, eight new
The 51 southern Ottawa county Teams are as follows:
Title day circulation45,948,554.
Championship Flight
working out a decorating and color homes, five garages, eight resi- boys who will leave Holland next
SAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTt
Bob Houtman and Hip Serier
scheme. Photographs and samples dential alternations and one Wednesday, Nov. 21, for war
Holland entries In the SouthACROSS MOM SOSTOWICI
Marriage Licenses
Work Is almost completed on are brought to the homes enabling warehouse. .
training in Camp Custer will be Lee Kleis and Dell Koop, Don Van
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TWO OOOD PLACES
TO EAT.

He

BUB

Grand Rapids

Gvic Center

Duo

Wos Doubles

Nears Completion

Ry and Ted Yamabka, Wynn Van- western Michigan Closed Mens
Holland’s new Civic Center. Work- the customer to select a product
given a routing sendoff.
’ZEELAND
Ottawa County
are putting finishingtouches to harmonize with other furnishings
• The first public recital for the denberg and Don Bocks, Albert double* tournament fell by the
Paid S. Vander Ploeg, 21, and
of the offices in the building this in the home.
season 1917-18 given by the facul- Timmer and Lea De Bidder, Tom wayside as Jack Vredeveld and Martha Horn, 20, both of ZeeCLOUD SUNDAYS
week.
The shop, located at 453 West
ty of the Hope College School of Vander Kuy and Howie Phillips, Denny Telder, both of Grand land.
All that remains is some work 22nd St., is open daily from 8:30
Music with Miss Ethelyn Metz Mike Arendshorst and Clarence
Discharged from Holland HospiRapids, stroked to the crown
on the ceiling, completion of the a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Fridays until
of the School of Expression assist- Lokker, Bill Horn baker and Jake
tal
Thursday
were
Mrs.
Carl
Deur
with easy wins.
floor and installationof folding 9 p.m. It also is open other evening, took place yesterday evening Meuer, Dr. W. Hoeksema and Tom
Smith.
Seeded No. 2 in the tourney at
bleachers in the auditorium.
ings by appointment. Telephone and baby, 649 East 11th St.; Mrs. In Winants Chapel.
Scrappy soyi:
Don Lubbers and Ted Sasamoto, Castle Park, the duo crushed
Work on the ceiling was tem- number is 68042.
A meeting of the committee in
Peter Jacobusse, Jr., and baby,
porarily delayed because of a
visitor^ are welcome to stop in route 4: Mrs. Raymond Rosen- charge «of the Junior Y Drive, Elmer Burwitz and Jim Hallan, Kalamazoo’s Dean Pinchof and
There are 32 differentgrades of vast*
shortageof metal strips used to and browse around, There are dahl and baby, 555 Pinecrest'Dr.; consisting of Ben
Lente, Lairy Bowerman and Charles Jim Fowler 6-1, 6-3 in the finals.
paper# 7 important basic grades.
The champs had earlierbeaten
install corrugated plastic sections many items which make ideal
Mrs. Harold Ramaker and baby, James Harrington,William Zonne Knooihuizen,Ray Van Ess and
Holland’s Dave Moran and Pete
to diffuse light from the windows. gifts.
Bob
Van
Ry,
Robert
Hoet
and
Dr.
belt
and
C.E.
Drew
representing
498 West 22nd St.; Mrs. Loren
The workman should be finished
Howard and bay, 41 East 28th St.; Park, Olive, Blendon and Holland C. Ridenour, Dave Jalving and Paullus 6-2, 6-2 in the semi-finals.
with all the construction some
Mrs. W. J. Steur, 236 East 12th townships, respectively,was held Don Lievense, Bill Halley and Bob In the quarter-finalsthey whiptime in late July or early August.
Visser, Gerald Kramer and Dr. ped Cliff Strong and Bob Casler
St.; Mrs. Herman Slager, 207 East in the high school building.
always buying
materials*
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. A1 Veg- Irwin J. Lubbers, Ed Rackes and 6-4, 6-0 after byeing in the open26th St.; Glenn K. Coffey, 254
ing
round.
Jay Better, Wally Adamaitis and
East 11th St.; Mrs. Donald Kouw ter, a son.
Family Reunion Held
Pinchof and Fowler had beaten
and baby, route 1; Mrs. Gerald The Holland Furnace Co. brand} Ken • Peirce, Tom Sasamoto and
Paul Boerigter.
Bud Donnelly and Jim Farrell,
At Hadsonville Park
Prince and baby, 45 East seventh at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is now
a
120 Mvsr
Hoi lend,
seeded No.
and defending
First Flight
St.; Hugo Winterink. 401 Central complete and starts off with the
The family of the late Rev. v,.
Dr. J. Yff and Fred Meppelink. champs, in the semi’s 6-1, 4-6,
Ave.; and Mrs. Robert Lee Victor, employment of 50 men.
De Jonge held a reunion Wednes- Fourteen cooperators of the West
The women of Beechwood will Phil Jones and Don Cook, Harold 6-4. In the quarter’s they whipped
122 West Ninth St.
day^at Hughes Park in Hudson- Ottawa Soil ConservationDistrict
Beechwood Hall and Lou Hartzell, Joe Lip- Bob and Dick Steketee 6-1, 8-6 and
Hospital births include a son, meet Friday
ville. Relatives gathered from in the Jamestown area formed a
Rex Michael, bom Thursday to School for the purpose of taking chik and Leu Farkas, Vem Kraai in the opening round beat Carl
Grand Rapids. Grandville, Grand group to try aerial seeding of cover
Vries, George Grauen and Ken Peterson 7-5,
up home economics work and Red and Laveme
Haven, Lansing, Pine Creek. crops in corn last week. The organ- Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kline, 272 Cross work. Miss Grace HitchPeursem
George 6-1.
West Ninth St.; a daughter, Susan
Holland. Zeeland,Vriesland and ization of the work was sparkplugVan
Koevering,
Amell
Vander
OFFERS
Other quarter final results
cock,
county
home
economics
Jean, born Thursday to Mr. and
Beaverdam.
ged by Henry Ver Meer, directorof Mrs. Robert Gordon, 125 Manley agent, will be present at the meet- Kolk and Ben Bowmaster. John Include Donnelly and Farell def.,
In an election oT officers, Ivan the district,Forest Grove.
Hletbrink and John Ver Hulst.
Dick Crawford and Ed Foster.
ing.
Posma was named president; The use of a cover crop in com to Ave.; a son, Paul Alan, bom today A farewellparty was held Wed- Ken Vander Heuvel and Judd 6-4, 6-3 and Moran and Paulus
to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vermeulen,
Kenneth De Jonge, vice presiprevent erosion and add organic route 1, and a son, Lavem Mar- nesday evening at the home of Davis, Wallace Bradley and def. Lou McNamara and Bill
dent; Ruth Roelofs,secretary, and
i
matter to the soil is not new. This inus, bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. O. Wells on East Howie Baker, Fred Coleman and Boeskool 6-2, 7-5.
John De Jonge, treasurer.
Donn
Lindeman,
Walt
Coster
and
Other
opening
round
results
is the first time in Ottawa County Marinus Jansen, 120 West 13th Main St, in honor of theia 12In Addition to LOW COST!
A program was presented. Ben
year-old daughter,^ Orletta, who Willard Beelen, Clarence Boumar. saw Crawford and Foster defeat
that it has been done from the air. St
De Jonge of Grand Haven showed
will leave next week for an ex- and Ray Lieffers, Jerry Helder John Crossen and Barstow Bates.
A total of 317 acres was seeded and
IN VAN LINTI, Agaat
colored movies taken at family
tended visit with her aunt, Mrs. and Frank Lievense, A1 Jones and 6-1, 6-2; Dick and Bob Steketee
3.710 pounds of seed used. Most
177 Coflega Avenua
Phone 7139
reunions for the last 13 years.
Jean
Harbin
E.S. Monroe of Muskogee, Okla. Vem Poest, Frank Van Dyke and beat Don West and Frank Cook
farmers used rye grass at the rate
Jerry De
,
10-12, 6-4, 6-4.
A
good
many
interesting
facts
Hie United States was first rec- of 10 pounds per acre though some To Dr. John E.
Next tennis event at Castle
are being discovered by the local
ognized as a world power by used a mixture of rye grass and
Park
is an open mixed tournat
draft
board
in
the
reclassifying
sweet clover.
Mr. and Mrs. Frpmk Harbin.
Briid Shower Honors
France in 1778.
ment Sunday. Registrations can
The pilot of the plane was Gene Jr., announce the marriage of of the cards of registrants, acbe made with A.A. Stagg, Jr, at
Brandenburg of the Rusk Crop their daughter,Norma Jean, to cording to a story appearing in Miss Betty Kehrwecher
the courts.
the
Saturday,
Nov.
17,
issue.
The
spraying Company, Valparaiso, In- Dr. John Edward Adams of ColMrs. Ike Meyer and Mrs. Fred
total number of registrantsin the
diana. The cost was one dollar and umbus, Ohio.
Buursma entertained at a bridal
ten cents per acre plus the cost of ' The couple was married June second district of Ottawa county
Twirling Instruction
18 in Central ChristianChurch was 2,277. Of this number 922 shower Wednesday evening In
seed.
honor
of
Miss
Betty
Kehrwecker,
453 W. 22nd St. Phoni 6-8042
Given at Lincoln School
Several farmers stated that they of Richmond, Ind. The Rev. Har- were called before the draft board
ris performed the double ring for examination.Thirteen failed who will be married to Jim Meyer
thought
the
aerial
seeding
would
be
Fine Furniturefor
Kay Keane was at Lincoln
to appear and 554 were accepted Aug. 6. The party was held at the
ideal for the seeding of legumes in ceremony.
FashionableHomes
Meyer home, 201 East 16th St.
School playgroundcenter all this
as
physically
fit.
while
283
were
The
bride
wore
a
rose
colored
wheat in the spring.It is planned to
Prizes for games during the week to provide baton twirlingindress with black accessories.
rejected for various physical distry this next spring.
FURNITURE
evening were won by Mrs. Don structions.
Following a honeymoon in Ohio abilities.
LAMPS
CARPET
Swift and Mrs. Don Brewer. A
Girls taking part were Veryl
A hurricane’s eye extends to the couple Is residing at 815 Prof. F.N. Pattersonof the delunch was served.
Rowan, Donna Stoner, Judy Van
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING the top of the storm and then North High St., Greystone Court, partment of biology of Hope Col- two-course
Invited were the following from Lente, Jackie Horn, Aletta Bron,
lege has placed on exhibition in
comes back to earth in a column Apt. 44, Columbus,Ohio.
Custom finishing
Mrs. Adams
graduated the biologicallaboratory in Van Holland: Mesdames Vem Kehr- Shirley Buursma, Sue Ann Modof calm air 200 to 300 miles
end REFINISHING
from Holland High School and Raalte Hall several fine speci- wecker, Ken Kehrwecker, Clyde ders, Joan Den Uyl, Sandy Jurries,
away.
attended Central Technical School mens ot locusts and lizards sent Kehrwecker,John Groters, Jim Janice Klaver, Barbara Nienhuis,
Groters, R. L. De Loof, Cal Ny- Joyce Stewart, Barbara Horn,
Firebbats can pump water at in Kansas City, Mo. She is em him by Pvt. Orren D. Chapman of
kamp, Ken Etterbeek, BertGroters Darlene Dirkse, Peggy Horn,
Fort
Randolph,
Panama
Canal
ployed
in
the
office
of
Farm
Busuch high pressure that the
Eugene Groters,Cornelius Groters, Karen Pelon, Laurie Pelon, BeverZone,
a
former
Hope
man
who
streams can batter down brick reau Insurance Co. in Columbus.
Dr. Adams is the son of Mr. enlistedIn the Medical Corps last H. Mast, Don Brewer, R. Groters. ly Rotman and Cynthia Kragt
384 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
walls.
Cornelia Diekema, John Chrispell, In a contest for three age
and Mrs. Ivan Perry of Mech spring.
anisburg, Ohio, and was graduSunday School rally will John Groters, Mike Sermas, Jack groups at the school Friday, winners were: First Alletta Bron,
ated from Mech anisburg High be held in Trinity Reformed Kroll and Miss Alma Groters/
Out-of-town guests invitedwere second Veryl Rowan, third Donna
School. His pre-medicaltraining church next Monday evening.

man

MoApiial WotaA

Van

SCRAP

14 Cooperators

Ave

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

Form

Group

1

in

Can

De

and

STATE FARM MUTUAL
CAREFUL DRIVERS
Many Advantages

Wed

Noma

Waard.

Adams

MACATAWA

FURNITURE SHOP

—

was

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

AVE.

SOME THINGS ARE

A

H.W, Verseput, one of the state Mrs. Henry Groters and Miss Stoner; first Barbara Horn, secof the Michigan Marilyn Groters of Grand Haven; ond Barbara Nienhuis, third Joyce
Wittenberg superintendents
College in Springfield, Ohio. He Sunday School Association, will Mesdames Edward Groters,Joe Stewart; first Beverly Rotman.
was graduated from the Kansas speak on the "UnfinishedTask.” Van Dyke and Hlrm Kerr of Mus; second Cynthia Kragt, third Karen
The Star, Auto company has Mesdames Don Swift, Morris Peon.
City College of Medicine and
Surgery and began his internship sold the first Ford Coupelet sold Smith, Paul Syrik, Jr.. Ray Syrik
July 1 in Doctor’sHospital at in Holland to Prosecuting and N. Panitowski, all of Grand Receives Jail Term
Attorney Fred T. Miles. This is Rapids, and Mrs. Peter Groters
Columbus.
an enclosed car adapted to both of Hudsonville.
For Tipsy Driving
winter and summer use.
yNdvet Examination
Frank Johnson, 37, Grand
John Diekema, who had the Telephone CtD Might
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Rapids, was sentenced to five
misfortuneof getting his ankle
Lawrence L. Atwood, 32, Conklin, brdken in footballpractice at Ann Save Yoongiter’i Life
days in jail and fined 1107.70 or
waived examination Saturday Arbor two weeks ago, will leave
an additional30 days after pleadmorning in MunicipalCourt on a Holland for his studies at the U.
A vigorous campaign against ac- ing guilty to a charge of driving
charge of indecent exposure. Un- of M. Next week. John will have cidents involving old refrigerators while under the influence of inable to furnish $500 bond, he is to use crutches for at least six and iceboxes has been launched toxicants before MunicipalCourt
in the county jail awaiting ar- weeks more.
by the Holland Junior Chamber Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
raingment in Circuit Court at a
Saturday.
lil of Commerce.
later date. Atwood was arrested
Don Gilcrest, chairman of the Johnson was arrested following
by State Police last Thursday Curb Stolen Auto
project committee, aaid today free an accident on M-21 at 12th Ave.
Three Grand Rapids boys, all disposal of all unused appliances near Jenison Friday night Johnnight
under 16, were arrestedby Hol- and similar boxes can be obtained son was eastboundon M-21 when
land police Saturday afternoon by calling 5719 any morning, be- he struck the rear of a car driven
Burglars Get 30 Cents
when officers curbed a stolen car fore July 3L
by Ivan Shuck, 28. Hudsonville.
Thirty cents in pennies was the they were driving at 17th St. and
On that date workers will col- Clyde Powers, Cedi DeCamp
total loot taken from Artz Coal River Ave. The trio had stolen
lect the boxes, rtftove the doors and Roy Powers, all of Grand
and Feed Co., 192 East 10th St the
was at the

University of Texas

in Austin, Tex., and at

The
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Reconciliation

and sobbed, “Please forgive me,
Ken."

Open House

'Let’s don’t go Into that,” he
said smilingly. “Let’s talk about

Rev. and Mrs. Bennett

1954

22,

Honor

to

Late August

Ottawa

is

a good time to

Loren Amoldink Has

establisha new seeding of Alfalfa-

not too Fifth Birthday Party
common in Ottawa County but in
Loren Amoldink celebrated his
The Rev. and Mrs. William Bensomething else. It's time to
Richard Mac hide
nett will be entertainedat an
many
areas of the state this prac- fifth birthday anniversary at a
change
the
subject."
likely;
County Agricultural Agent
All Small would say about the open house at the home of Dr.
tice is followed regularly.Seeding party given Monday afternoon by
Two new varietiesof rasberries
his mother, Mrs. Fred Amoldink,
rumor was that his wife once and Mrs. John Sterenberg. 81
a crop of oats along with alfalfa29 West 29th St
drew close to him to whisper Cherry St., Thursday evening will bear watching.An everbearA pique lunch was served at
something in his ear. Johnson from 7 to 10. Friends are invited. ing variety called. September is brome is good. One bushel to the
said the couple met in “complete
Rev. Bennett was graduated looking good. Another called "Red acre gives the seeding some pro- noon in the yard. Games were
privacy” and it was impossible
Hope College and Western Rich" is excellent for production tection and also gives you some played and prizes won by Allan
Hoffman Works Behind for anyone outside the jail or in from
Seminary. He is pastor of the and especially good for freezing. good fall pasture. If you have a Looman, K**nny Rycenga, Gary
the
outer
office,
where
newsmen
Elmendorf Reformed Church in This last variety was developed by worn-out pasture you might try Hovenga and Ronnie Looman.
Scenes to Get Sanity
Gifts were presented to the honhad gathered, to hear what was New York City where he has serv- Stanley Johnson at the South reseeding it this summer.
Haven Experiment Station^
Test Via Commission
ored guest' and favors were given
ed for the past two years.
said.
I received a list of pure-bred
to all the children.
‘ His wife, the former Mary Blair,
swine producers in Ottawa County
ALLEGAN (Special) - It was
I’ve had a lot of questions reMrs. Amoldink was assisted by
also a graduateof Hope College,
and
find
tpe
following
listed
as
a quiet day in the Allegan County
was directorof children’swork at garding the peach crop. On i visit Yorkshire breeders: Fred Busman, her daughtet, Sherrill.
jail Monday for Dr. Kenneth B.
to peach ridge last week we find
Guests includedBobby Stuits,
Third Reformed Church from 1950
Small.
there will be plenty of peaches. Nunica; Wilfred Smith, Nunica; Ronnie and Allan Looman, Greg
until they left for their work in
Ray
Molaneayx,
Coopersville;
The 31-year-old society dentist
the East. They are spendingtheir The frost may have thinned off a Elmer Van Dam, Forest Grove. It Gilbert,Dwayne Zoerhof, Gary ^
who was acquitted of murder Satfew but there will still be A good
vacationin Holland.
seems there should be some more. Hovenga and Kenny Rycenga.
in
urday when a jury decided he was
crop.
temporarily insane had only a few
A crowd estimated at several
callers Monday morning.
Marriage Licenses
I see a number of alfalfa fields
thousand was on handf Monday
They were some of the many night when firemen set a torch
Ottawa County
turning yellow. Part of that is due
friends he has gained in Allegan
Herbert L. Nagelkirk, 21, route to lack of potash. Alfalfa is a
to the 50-year-old Holland RenYoifr
since enteringjail May 29 after
1, Hudsonville, and Noreta Joyce heavy feeder on phosphourusand
dering Works.
he stalked into the swanky cottage Each of the half dozen buildings Tanis, 17, route 1, Jenison; Robert potash. A good topdressing of .0For the Qualified
near Douglas and shot to death were doused with gasoline and Coleman, 18, Muskegon and Mary 20-20 after the first or second
Experienced
45-year-old Jules Lack. Small's
touched off. one by one. Flames lyn .Groters, 18, Grand Haven; cutting on young stands will pay
rival for his wife Edith's af- from the oil soaked structures James Maans, 23, South Haven, you a good return.
Candidate
fections.
shot high into the air while and Ruth Van Loo, 18, Zeeland;
with a
Back in Detroit with her three clouds of black smoke billowed Melvin James Meyer, 26, FerrysPlans for grain storages are
sons, the attractive. 30-year-old hundreds of feet skyward.
burg, and Sharon Lynn Grevel, availableat our office. Drop us a
Proven Record
Mrs. Small said an immediate Holland township firemen were 21, Grand Haven; Karl David line if you -plan to build any
reconciliation was unlikely. But
at the scene to help control the Heinz, 23, and Pearl Elena Roe, storages.
the door was left open for a blaze while Ottawa County de- 18, both of route 2, Spring Lake;
patching up of the couple’s love puties kept bumper-to-bumper Vernon Patchen, 26. Grandville, If you have had difficulfygetin a dramatic meeting just before
and MarysAnn Hosteter, 20, route ting a good seeding you might
lines of traffic moving on M-21.
Jerry Vanderbeek
4 Saturday morning— two hours The fi|e was reported still 2, Jenison; EllsworthD. Barber, have a soil test made. Many times
after the insanity verdict had burning after 3 a.m. this morn- 26, Toute 3, Holland, and Marlene a failure is due to lack of time
REPUBLICAN
been announced in the 65-year-old
ing. The remainingdebris will be K. Karsten, 18, route 2, Holland. Lime should be appliedat least six
Allegan court house.
months
ahead
of
seeding
so
the
pushed into a deep hole and
Small said that both he and covered with sand while construcThe molding of parts from pow- lime has a chance to react with
his wife will be psychoanalyzedtion on the US-31 bypass which dered metal has become a $300 the soil before the seeding is
PoliticalAdv.
before they decide to attempt a will pass over the site of the for- million business annually in the made.
reconciliation.
United States.
mer plant, continues.
Brome.
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In the background of

Dr. Small smiles after verdict.

the

dramatic reconciliation reports,
Defense Attorney Leo Hoffman
was still working.
He was preparinga motion to

Small Relaxes, Smiles
In Jail After Verdict

mond Smith returns from

a

Those were the first words of
haggard Dr. Kenneth B. Small
as he was returned to Allegan
County Jail from the nearby
court house early Saturday
after a jury had found him not
guilty by reason of insanity in
the May 29 shooting of his love
rival, Jules Lade.
*1 didn’t know what to expect,”
the handsome, six-footDetroit
dentist said as he relaxed for
about the first time since the

Northern Michigan vacation.
Hoffman claims that under a
1947 law the judge is° empowered
to appoint a sanity ''ommission
for examination to
• the red
tape of committingSi .all to the
state mental hospital at Ionia. A
1939 statute requires all persons
acquitted of murder by temporary
Insanity to be examined at a state
mental hospital.
‘1 just don’t know what will
happen to our marriage,"Mrs.
Small said after the Saturday
morning rendezvous. "But whatever we do, it will be what is
best for the children, Ken and

shooting.

myself."

Small took off his rumpled gray
suit coat and talked freely with
reportersand photographers as

She said they would probably
remain separated while both con-

ALLEGAN (Sentinel Reporters)
—

’Tm glad it’s over. It’s sure a

relief.**.

f

sult psychoanalysts.
"I still don’t know how I feel
about her," Small said in his jail
angles. "It’s a long time since I
cell after the meeting. Deputies
smiled,” ’he said jokingly fo a
Lynn Johnson and Roy Priest said
jailer standingnearby." You won’t
the couple talked for about 30
have a sourpuss around here anyminutes.
more."
RANDALL C. KWCHL
Mrs. Small telephoned her husSmall dodged questions about
band Saturday night so he could
his wife and a possible reconcilatalk with his sons, who he has
tion. "Let the future hang for
not seen since he got ipto his car
now," he said.
last May 28 and began trailing his
He hpd a special note of thanks
wife across the state to her weekfor his jailers and Allegan citiend love tryst with Lack.
zens who showered him with
In Detroit Sunday, Mrs. Small
letters and said prayers for his
well-beingever since he was
Randall C. Bosch was elected said that only seven-year-old
brought here the night of May 29. president of the Board of Public Stevie knew anything about the
"Prayers and letters were the '"orks at its regular session Mon- slaying.
“He saw it all on a television
only lights in this nightmare," he day.
Bosch, former vice president, newscast," she said “I had to tell
said.
Small told reporters he prayed will succeed James H. Klom- him."
Stevie unloaded the questions
with a fellow prisioaer named parens, will continue on the board
"Mike" all Friday evening and under his third five-yearappoint- from all angles when his mother
returnedSaturday night.
early today while the jury was ment
“What does temporary insanity
An active member, of the board,
out Sheriff Walter Runkel, who

flash bulbs popped from

The “Good Old Summertime” Directory

have a sanity commissionexamine
Small to declare his sane. But the
earliest date for any decision is
Thursday when Circuit Court Ray-

NAD’S
SANDWICH and SODA BAR

lost at least 20 pounds since April,

but looked at Runkel and quickly
added "not in jail, though." Small
now weighs 165 pounds.
Small’s family, including his
mother and father who ran up to
embrace him soon after the verdict was given, later visited him
in the jail
Perhaps it was the first time he
relaxed in some time, but its
doubtful if he slept too soundly
this morning. The excitement and
letdown were tremendous.
Small was full of thanks to
"everyone.”
‘T never knew people could be
so nice," he concluded.

Mr. and Mrs.

U)ahnL JhismL

Low

DELICIOUS

JcwcAtL

RUSS’
CAST

LOOTS

HOLLAND

year-round fireproof hotel In
the heart ''of Weltem
Weltem Michigan's
Vacatlonland:
truly Modern
Hotel 170 rooms.

A

VAN GHONPELLE

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE
M

East Ith SL

Phone 2542

FRIEND

Their

'Best*

ITS

HEMPEL'S
PASTRIES
170 West 13th

REAL ESTATE

Boat Rides

ISAAC

2 Hour

With

Open • A.M. to 6 P.M. Deity

St.

DIESEL BOAT

WOLVERINE

—

Coke

Homes

—

—

Form

Properties
Cottoges
Lots

—

8th

Convenient and FrienJly
place to do your banking.

Jewelers

MOTOR SALES
Vfc

mile East on M-21

Properties

St.

Phone 3566

an accident
St in Crockery Townit 9 p.m. Monday. A car
north driven by Melvin D.
25, Grand Rapids, struck

C. C.

m

tractor and wagon ownwhich was also going
•tfjs

HOUSEWARES
HARDWARE

Allas Tires and Batleriee '

River

TEERMAN’S
II W. ilk St. PHONE 9515

Dry Cleaning

City

A Farm

426 Me

MICHIGAN

Warm

pie Avn.

St.

Portraits and Cameras
DEVELOPING and PRINTING

comfortadby Detroit friends after the announcement that her
son was acquitted of murder by reason of insanity.Tension had
mounted to fever pitch os the jury deliberated five hours after
five days of
(Stntml photo)

Holland Evtning Sentinel
vacation.

testimony.

EASTMAN KODAKS
,

FILMS and SUPPLIES

Wade Drug Co.

is

ORDER

IT

TODAY

p!

210*

YOUN WALGREEN AGENCY

(TfANECS

13TH AND MAPI! AVI.
Comer* Supplies Ph. 9364

Holland

The

While on your

Agency

Wade Drug Co.

HERFST

Phene 4442

7 West Ith

art shown as Mrs. Jacob Small

Ith
Rexoll

20 Weet

PRESCRIPTIONS — DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Friend Tov.

Property

64

Hansen's Drug Store

We give 86H Stamps
Comer Ith-Uver
Phoae 4707

and GIFT SHOP
Across from

READ

4 RegisteredPhannaditi

DU SAAR PHOTO

REALTOR

LAKE

Ph. 4714

Model Drug Store

KODAKS

St.

Jacob Grasmeyer

A MOTHER'S TEARS OF JOY

Pharmacy

Drugs and Coemetics

Photo Supply

—

___

Cosmetics

DRUGS-TOILETRIES

Phorih 1121

WOOD

REALTOR and INSURANCE

GIFTS

STANDARD SERVICE
Greasing — Washing — Polishing

Photo Finishing
Quollty
Fast Service

I

•

Gifts

STUDIO and PHOTO SUPPLY

vehicle following

Drugs

Bunte’s

MEEND’S

16th and

•5 West Ith

Water Temp.

Drugs

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN

Russell A. Klaasen

City and Resort Properties

the Castle.

River Ave. at Sixth

.

Jewelry

of Allegan, Mr. and Mrs
Henry S. Maentz, Jr„ and Tom
Maentz.
Sunday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry O. Maentz entertained the
same family group at dinner at

EVERY WEDNESDAY

54 East Ith SL

20 West Ith

FOX

O LOW PRICES
• J &0 GREEN STAMPS
O DOUBLE STAMPS

Depoelts Insured to 110.000

540 CHICAGO DRIVE PHONE 7225

Diamonds, Watches

t

rsE

BEACH TOYS

1 . 3 - 5 - 7 - 9 P.M. Daily

ADULTS 75c CHILDREN 45c

31st and Michigan

SAVE

Peoples State Bank

UNITED

Phone 2311

LEAVES KOLLEN PARK

and Pine

41 EAST 8TH STREET

A

RELIABLE SERVICE
City

Ith

MkL

Jobbers Outlet

Large Selection to
Choose From

De Roo Really Co.

— Books

BOOK STORE

USED
CARS

Phene 2364

on Lake Macatawa
and Lake Michigan

Films

HIGH GRADE

K0UW

Scenic Cruise

man

William Muller, 40, route 2,
Nunica, was given a ticket by
state police charging him with
no license on the rear of

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

Auto Service

REALTY CO, REALTOR
29 W. 8th

Reels Produce

SCOn ATWATER

Outboard Motors

St.

Fresh Dally— Two Locations

Boll-a-Matic Full Shift

* Farms * Lots - Resorts

City, Commerciol and Resort

-

Phone 4811

60 East 8tb Street

194 River at

a few days.
Guests at the family affair were
Mr. and Mrs. Donald .Maentz and
family of Grand Rapids, who are
vacationing this month at Castle
Park; Mtv and Mrs. Henry O.
Maentz and Mrs. Frank Stege-

GRAND HAVEN

SL

CONDITIONED

Entertain at Dinner

•
(Special)

50 West 8th

REALTORS

Homes

PRODUCE

All Appliances

All Types of Electric Wiring

Phone 4S73

REALTOR and INSURANCE

Driver Issued Ticket

On

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.

DINNERS

5:30 ojb. 'Ul 12 pjn.

AD

AT

Realtor

HOLLAND BOARD

LUNCHES

Food

Bottled Gas Service
Service

With Confidence and Save Time

•
Open

Bulk or Bottled
NILS HARDWARE CO.
Phone 3315 - 6-8833 - 6-8511

G.E. ElectricalAppliances

F0R Pastries

£njoy Yourself At The

Buy Thru A
•

PHONE 2379

COMFORT

Real Estate

BREAKFAST

COMMERCE
AT TOUR SERVICE

Eat In The Dutch Grille

•

Phoae 7372

.

RELAX IN THE BIER KELDER.

WARM

SL

152 East Ith

HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

CAKES and PIES
SWEET ROLLS

Close to BusinessDistrict

AIR CONDITIONED

Restaurants

Enterprise . Ford
lustre House Paints
.

The Color House

PASTRIES
A

Maentz

Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Maentz
entertained at dinner Mondhy
evening at their home, 134 West
I2th St., in honor of Mr. Maentz’
brother, Robert Maentz of Wood
bury, N J., who is visiting here for

LaminaU

Traveler

-

INFORMATION

WALLPAPER

PAINT-

Holland,

SANDWICH SHOP

TO DO

Miscellaneous

FOR

Across boa lanior High

Pack up the Family
and drive over to

- WHAT
.Tourist

Ice Cold Drinks. Thick Malts
Oar Specialty

As New President

appeared too big for the rangy
six footer. He told reporters he

WHERE TO SHOP

Bakery

Hambaiqcn.Bar-B-Qt

BPff Names Bosch

Bosch along with another mem- mean, Mother?" was the first.
Mrs. Small told him. that the
ber, Henry S. Maentz, was instru
mental in going before the House term meant "that it was all an
Rivers and Harbors Committee to accident."
Stevie wanted to know why
secure appropriations for improvement of Holland harbor facilities daddy wasn’t with Mrs. Small
The mission resulted in a recent when she left for the cottage that
$574,000appropriation from the weekend and how she got there.
House Public Works Committee. "I took a plane there and daddy
Included was $378,000 for work on drove down to meet me," his
the present channel, an important mother answered. We were all
link in allowing Holland to take going hunting. Daddy was cleanadvantage of the new seaway. ing the gun and it went off
One of the major efforts during Temporary insanity means it was
Klomnarens’ term was the at- all an accident,Stevie."
Friends of the Smalls in Detempts to find a suitable water
troit said that the couple was al•. These effortsrecently cul
minated in a decision to build a ready planning a trip to Califorwater intake and filtration plant nia— "a place where they have
for using Lak»» M^’** — i water for always wanted to gb."
When visited in his cell Sunday
an estimated $3 million.
The new project wui triple pre- morning, Small expressed sursent water supply.
prise that his post-trialmeeting
Named to the vice president’s with Edith had leaked out to the
post at Monday’s election was press. He brushed off questions
Nelson Bosman, long-time board about a rumor that his wife
member.
burjed her head in his shoulder

-

TO EAT

Hotel

Drive-Ins

all

also appeared relieved after his
rugged week-longordeal as court
officer, said 11 prisioners stayed
up until early this morning to
hear the verdict and they were
"very happy," He added “they
wanted to have a celebration."
Referring to his attorney, Leo
Hoffman, Small said, ‘Til never
be able to thank Leo enough."
Small's suit was wrinkled and

GO - WHERE

WHERE TO

13TH AND MAPLE AVE.
Ph. 9364

"THE HOUSE OF SERVICT

Ph

2465 . College at 6th

Phone 3191
For Space

Complete Selection of Toys
in Season the Year 'Roaod

sas-

In This Directory

- —
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Vacationers Enter Whirl
Of Activity

13 Ottawa

At Resorts

44

THUUSDAY, JULY

Carlson-Steenblik Rites

33.

1954

Read

Caryl Curtis

Wed

to

John Evrart

Members Attend

A

whirl of activity has been Colette Curtenlus,a *TJberaceM
keeping vacationers busy at number, and parody on several
local reaorti. The recent heat TV quiz shows and a western
wave was no hindrance to fun- movie.
seeking visitorswho traipsed to
Four tennis tournaments wety
the beaches by the hundreds to to get underway today, two for
Experienct iw Jri|k«
enjoy the cooling waters of Lake boys, 15 and under and 12 and
or part time. Our men earning »0,Dkiiy
Herdi Gaiaad
Michigan.
under, and the same for girls.
000 a year. For more information
Athletic tournaments,concerts, Next Saturday and Sunday, men
Ow
Fana
Tov
Mamday
group parties, sailing;swimming and women will compete In the
phone number.
fishing, singing and dancing are Cm tie Park Open Mixed Doubles
KING COLE CLOTHES
On July 16 Ottawa County was
only a few of the feature In packWholesale Division
represented by 18 4-H dub
ed schedules at resorts around the
Dr. Marion de Velder of Hope hers and «U
^
i leaden at the judg1523 Fort, Uaoob Park, Hkk.
area. Moat operators report near Church, Holland spoke vespers ing school In Muskegon. Ottawa'
Ad*
capacity crowds during this last Sunday evening and EUie wu the largest county representvacation month of July and Casper* was soloist.Play Class ed. Those who attended felt that
schedulesare geared to give all vespers are scheduled at 8:15 pm. the information gained in judging
visitors a taste of all phases of next Sunday.
crops, garden, vegetables and
Holland’s vacatlonlandfeatures.
poultry wu helpful With fair
time coming up it is necessary to
Waukazoo Ian
know how to select the best for
Mr. and Mrs. James Pauls will
exhibits in 4-H projects.
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
entertain . Saturday night at
The Rev. and Mrs. Harvey, A 4-H county dairy judging conNester's Rest They plan to leave
Hoffman and children of Hacken- test wu held Monday. Club memfor home next week.
Dr. and Mrs. Willis Pugh of sack, New Jersey, are vacationing befs were requestedto meet at
Many children from here
Evansville entertained Sunday for at the home of Mrs. Hoffman’s the Art Aukema farm near HudJoyed a week’s vacaton Mbit
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
more than 50 guests at their cot•chool at Overiatl last weak.
sonville which wu the first stop
Butler, and also at the home of
tage,
i
on the tour. Several other farms
Robert Ziegler of Allegan wu In
Mrs. Roger Quincy ^Vhite has the former’s mother, Mrs. Hoff- were visited * where ’ members
charge of each meeting.
joined her sons, Quincy and Tony, man of Overisel and other re- judged Holstein,Jersey, Guernsey
Mr. and Mn. James Nykamp of
Mr. end Mn. John Adamson Ewart, Jr.
at Laurel Lodge and will be here latives. The former who is presi- herds.
MonteDo Park Christian ftsferaf
(Psnno-Sas
photo)
dent
cf
the
Board
of
Foreign
Misfor the summer. Mr. and Mrs.
Members received some worth•d Church furnished special
Arrangements of white hydran- Uu and lemon leaves.
Cal Vaughn of Des Plaines, HI., sions of the Reformed Church, re- while experienceand those with
geu
palms
and
candelabra
deeDonald L. Ewart of Pittsburgh muile at the Sunday evening serare at the Inn. Mrs. Vaughn Is cently made a tour to Palestine the highest scores will receive
vice.
re
orated the altar of First Reform- attended the groom u beet man.
and
the
mission
fields
and
at
a
* the Tina Proctor who wrote a
additional training July 27 in
The Rev. Dcneku ooadooted
ed
Church
last
Friday
for
the
Ushers
wore
Robert
S.
Curtis,
fine story / on Holland for the special meeting held at the local Muskegon County along with 4-H
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Carlton (Vem Barks! photo)
prayer services at Hamilton Rewedding
ceremony
of
Min
Caryl
brother of the bride, and Robert
Grafic Section of the Chicago Reformed Church last Friday members from both Muskegon
Miss Gracia , Anne Steenbllk, The maid of honor wore • gown Jane Curtis and John Adamson J. Calhoun who matod the guests. formed Church Wednesdaycron*
evening told about the highlights and Newago counties.
Tribune.
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Henry like the bride's In blue and carried Ewart, Jr. The Rev. Raymond Van
Mn Curtis chose • pink linen Baptism wllbe
Waukazoo’a first square dance of Palestine and the Arabian ' On Aug. 5, Ottawa County wity John Steenbllkof 83 West 15th St,
i
administered at
will be held tonight. James Mission stations, Illustrated by be host to Muskegon and Newago became the bride of Thomas A. a colonialbouquet of yellow rosea Heukelom performedthe evening dress with matchinglace trim and the Sunday
and
white
carnations.
Her
headrites.
white
aoceeeorlea,
with
a
ooretge
Mitchell,a Chicago caller, will be colored slides. The meeting was counties for a dairy tour of some
Carlson Wednesday, July 7, In dress wu fashionedof matching The bride la the daughter of of pink roaei and ttephanotb.
on hand and some of the Holland sponsored by the Women’s Mis- of the large farms. These conArnold Yonksr .lift lor tha
Beechwood Reformed Church. The flowers. ‘ Tthe flower girl
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis, 170 Mn Ewart wore a gown of grey
sionary
Society.
squares will assist
armed servicesTuesday.
tests will provide 4-H club mem- groom Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. dressed in yellow dotted nylon am College Ave., and Mr. Ewart la
print voile with white
The July Field Day for chil- Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Jurries bers with pointer* and practice Carl T. Carlson of Detroit.
George Esslnk wu
carried a basket of wild flowers. the son of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
pink raw corsage.
dren Is scheduled Friday after- who were married in late June judging for participation in the
to his boms Saturday from HolOfficiating at the double ring
Ewart
of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Aldrich
noon Cal Vaughn, George Koehler at the home of the bride's par- state contest to be held Aug. 12
A reception wu held h the land HospitalHs wu than lor
ceremony was the Rev. Lambert were muter and mistress of cere"O Promise Me" , and The church
and Bill Carpenterare in charge. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Smit, and 18.
parlors. Mr. and Mrs.
sya for X-rays and obPonstein of Hope College. Mrs. monies at the reception in the Lord’s Prayer" were sung by
Saturday night, Edwin L. Bar- have returned from their wedding
Fqlr time will soon be here. Arnold Deters, organist played church basement. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Northuls, who wu accom- Floyd Angel, uncle and aunt of servation. Hli condition remains
on, famous hypnotist, will again trip to Niagara Falls and are Dates for the HudsonvilleFair
the bride, were master and mis- about the lame.
prelude selection* and the wedding Roger Kamphuls served at the panied by Miss Geraldine Walgive hi* program at the Inn. He residing in HoUand at 172i West are Aug. 25 and 27 with Berlin
tress of ceremonies. Assisting Rev. Deneku will taka part
marches. Ray Ter Beek sang "0 punch bowl and Mr. and Mrs voord, organist.
* made a terrific hit two yean ago 21st St.
about the rooms were Mias Donna
Fair the week following.4-H Promise Me,” "Because”' and
For her wedding the bride chose Mas Tletinga and Mis. Vernon De in installation aerviees of the Rev.
Richard Smallenburg, in the gift
and Inn guests and their friends Mrs. Harry J. Lampen return- members planningto enter their
Norman Van Heukelom, who will
The Lord’s Prayer.”
room. Miss Angie Lam cut the a heavy corded cluny lace over Pree, cousins of the bride, Mrs.
are looking forward to Ms appear- ed last week Wednesday from a exhibits should be thinking about
the pastor of Hamilton
The
rites
took
place
before
a
taffeta gown fashioned on princess
wedding
cake.
Assisting
about
the
ance.
Robert Northuls and Mrs. Paul Reformed Church Thursday evenfour-week trip to South Dakota, entries now, accordingto Willis
setting of palms, ferns, candela- rooms were Mrs. Charles Aldrich lines with picturenecklineand cap
Van Eck. Mr*. Jacob Fri* and
Among new arrivalsat the Inn Pella, Iowa, and Denver, Colo. Boss, county 4-H leader.
bra and baskets of gladioli. Bows and Misses Ruth Dogger, Judie sleeves. The full skirt extended Mrs. John Bremar pound at the ing.
are 18 members of the St. Louis In South Dakota she spent several
The remodeling of the local
Ward and Norma Huyser. During into a alight train. The gown
buffet table.
^ Walk Aw^y Club, an organiza- daya with the Rev. and Mrs. 4-H dub girls will also have a were placed on the pews.
to
Miss
Naida
Jane
Steenbllk
at- the reception Mr. Ter Beek sang styled by the bride’s mother. Her
tion comparable to the Prairie Gerold Pomp and Stevie at Davia, chance to partldpate in a county
Mr. and Mrs. Ewart left an a
tended
her
sister as maid of honor "If I Could TeU You.”
fingertip
veil
of
imported
illusion
Clubs of Chicago. Arthur Ry- their new pastorate, and also judging contest. This la being
wedding trip to Colorado.andthe
Mr. and Mrs. Carlson are at wu secured to a cap of embroid- Rocky Mountains.For traveling
baceck of University City la presi- visited in Rapid City with Dr. and planned tor Wednesday, July 28, and Ward H. Wheaton, brother-inered lace and she wore wristlet
dent and one of the most active Mrs. Andrew Karsten, toured at Allendale Public School. Judg- aw of the groom, was best man. home at 18 West 12th St. after a
the bride selected a brown dress
men in the hiking field in this through the Bad Lands and Black ing of Clothing will begin at 9:80 Jane De Jonge, cousin of the wedding trip to Detroit and Can- gloves. Her bouquet was an ar- with white and brown polka dot
bride,
was
flower
girl.
Serving
as
rangement
of
white
glamelllu
ada. For going away, the bride
country.
Hill* and accompanied the Rev. am and foods judging will begin
Jacket, white accessoriseand corAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Chappelaer and Mrs. Edward Tania of Pella] at 1:30 pm All 4-H dub girls ushers were James De Vries and wore an eggshell linen dress with and lemon leaves.
sage of white glamelllu.After Ttaasday were; Mis. LovsQ Eddy,
James
Harrington.
Mrs.
Harold
Dykema,
sister
of
cocoa brown linen redingoteand
of Cleveland Heights are at the Iowa, to Denver Colo., for aeveral who completeda foods or clothAug. 1 they will live at 70 West 517 Pinecreat Dr.; George Kuril
the bride, wu matron of honor,
A waltz-length gown of nylon egshell accessories.
Inn. Mr. and Mrs. George Koeh days. Mrs. Bertha Nyenhuis of ing project at Spring AchieveNinth St
Douglu; Mrs. Casper
per Belt 180
Mr*. Carlson is a graduate of and bridesmaids were Mliifi Betler of Cincinnati,who have been Holland was also with the group. ment or who are enrolled this over taffeta was chosen by the
Mr. and Mis. John Ewart were East Ninth St; Jamea
tines F.
F. Scott
ty
Cook
and
Jean
Ewart,
sister
of
guests at the Inn on and off for
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashley are summer In foods or clothing are bride. The lace on the collar and Holland High School and Hope Colhoeti at a rehearsal dinner Thun21 West 21st St.; Gloria Top*
on the points at the wrists
the last 25 years, have been en erecting a new house on M-40, eligible to partldpate.
lege. She hu been employed at the groom. Their Identicalgowns day evening at the Eten House.
route X Hamilton;Mn. Clannee
tatted by the bride’s mother.
tertaining many . of their old North Main St, next to the home
J. C Penney Co. and will teach of shell pink featured fitted
Many-out-of-town gueats atseed pearl headdress held her fin- at Waukazoo School in the fall. Mr. bodices of Chantillylace, tiny cov- tended the wedding and reception Ogden, route 4; Mn. Otla Barlow, *
friends with Waukazoo movies of their daughterand family, Mr.
taken 20 years ago. It is interest and Mrs. Marvin Kaper and chil Mr. and Mrs. Robert Welters of gertip veil and she carried a white Carlson is a graduate of Birming- ered buttons and Peter Pan col- from Venetla, Pa, Pittsburgh, 178 East Fifth St; Robert BateKalamazoo on a vacation trip Bible with white rosea and stream- ham High School and Hope College. lars. The bouffant skirts were Orchard Park and Pomona, N. Y. ma, route 2, Fennville; Mrs.
ing to note among other things dren.
Nlcholu Mon, 169 East Ninth St
how the south shore of Lake The Rev. Justin Hoffman of to Canada and the New Englaix ers. Her pearl earrings and neck- He is a salesmanfor J. C Penney fuhioned of nylon net over taf
DischargedTuesday were: Mrs. '
I
Macatawa has built up with Twin Lakes was guest minister
lace were a gift from the groom Co.
Kenneth Wiley and baby, 72 Weet
beautiful suburban homes since at the local Reformed Church last
Miss Della Bowman and her
Seventh St; Mrs. Marinus Jan- %
that time.
Sunday^ Guest singers at the Sunday School Class enjoyed an
After
•en and baby, 120 West 13th St;
Paul Feldhausand Ernie Kehrt evening service were Mr. and Mrs. outdoor picnic at Ottawa Beach,
Mrs. Chester Kalkman and baby,
of Cincinnati gave an Informal Robert Nykamp of Holland. Rev, with about 30 in attendance.
Clib Agent Sou Sptakt
1025 East Eighth St; Mre/Jadi
Miss Beverly Veen, daughterof
v banjo and piano recitallast Sun- and Mrs. Hoffman and son were
Ver Meulen and baby, route !;
At 4-H ChA Metting
1 day night— it turned Into a grand entertained at the home of Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Veen, has
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
Mrs. Johan Bokhove, 241 West
song fest.
Hoffman’s sister, the Ben Ny- received a Western Michigan ColA regular meeting of the Wav- 19th . St; Gerrlt Bronkhorst
Mrs. Bert Cook has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Munson kamps. The latter couple have lege scholarship and has started
her home from St Mary’s Hospi- erly 4-H Club wu held Tuesday route 1; Dennis Slikkers, 159 East
and Mr. and Mrs. Fran Payne en- accepted a' call to serve the Re- her course of study there at sumtal, Grand Rapids, where she un
25th St; Mia Gloria Topp, route
tertaned 25 friends at their cot- formed pastorate at Danforth, mer school, now in session. She
evening at the school Willis Boss,
derwent
surgery.
X
Hamilton, and Mrs. Clarence
tage, Laughing Squirrel, Tues- 111., where he also served for a was graduated from Holland High
Milton Kampt wu returned to agent, wu a guest He led the
day night.
time at the beginning of his School last June.
ButterworthHospital with severe new Ottawa County 4-H Chib
at Holland Hoapltal toAmong other guests at the Inn ministry. Mrs. Hoffman is a for- ,The Rev. and Mrs. Isaac Apol
!!*»
pains after a recent operation on group In aeveral pep songs and dude a son, Xarry Lugene, born
are the Tom Ryans of Brentwood, mer Hamilton resident.
and daughter have returned from
his back.
Tuesday to Mr. and Mn. James
later spoke about club work.
Harry Leonard! of Philadelphia, Mrs. GH. Dubbink, Mrs. Gert- a three-week vacation trip to the
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Krauze ani Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker of rude Kronemeyer and Mrs. Henry state of Washington. The past
Members will exhibit projects Koops, route 4 and a daughter,
nounce the birth of a son.
'Chicago,Mrs. Jane Wilcox and Naberhuis,all of Holland, were Sunday he was scheduled for
at the Hudsonville Fair Aug. 25 Sue Ann, bora Tuesday to Mr. anl
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Veltema through 2& The state 4-H Chib Mrs. Gordon Slager, route 1, Wi
fost
son Allan of Fort Lauderdale, entertained at the home of Mrs. ministerial service at the New
and Linda have returned home show at East Lansing will be held
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Albert H.D, Strabbing last week Tues- Richmond Church.
from a trip to Iowa where they Aug. 81 to Sept. A
Potts of Evanston.
The Ben Koolker,Ed Dangreday, honoring her sisters, who
visited their parent*,Mr. and Mrs.
families
In an elimination garden Judg- Helen Jansen Feted
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gardner are were house guests for a few days. mond and
Jager.
•'upending two weeks with the Aling contest held last Friday at
At the annual school meeting were included In the H.D. MastMr. and Mrs. Scholten have Muskegon, Fred Borgman, Edwin At Snrprise Skewer
bert Gardners in Bob o Link cot- of the local districtroutine busi- man family reunion group, meetmoved into a trailer on their lot and Ronald Zuidema and Donald
tage.
ing
at
Kollen
Park
in
HoUand.
ness was conducted and two memin Zutphen, where they are buildMr. and Mrs. Charles Walker bers were re-elected as members
Vou were declared winners. They A miscellaneous shower was riw
ing a new home— one of three new
entertaineda party of 60 last of the Board of Education, John
will participatein a district con- en last Friday for Mias Helen JanMrs. Peter Zeldeanut
homes being built in Zutphen.
Saturday night.
test in August. Judging for cloth- en, an August bride-electby her
Kaper and James Busscher, whose
Grace and Mina Langemaat ing will take place July 2R
grandmother, Mn. Geoq e Janie*
terips had expired. At a board Dies at Hospital
visited Jennie, Dena and Anna
kaple Shade
The meeting wu in charge of and her aunts. The surprise party
meeting,following officers were
Kortnian of Holland lut week.
With the warm weather con- elected. John Kaper, president; Mrs. Peter Zeldennut, 72,
Warren Fought, president Re- wu held at the home of her paw
70 West 19th St. died Tuesday
Two Navajo boys from Re ho- freshmentswere served by Mrs. ents, Mr. and Mn. John H. Jansen.
tinuing, guests at Maple Shade Harvey Schlpper, secretary; Richmorning at Holland Hospital She
bo th, N. M., are staying at the
John Bronkema, Mrs. Fred Borg- ' Games were played and prises
Resort are spending most of their ard Brower, treasurer; James had a heart condition.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Enaink man and Mrs. John Derka.
•warded to Miss Joan Dykstra and
Busscher
and
Fred
Johnson,
time swimming and playing
Survivors betides the. husband
for a couple months.
Mrs. Herman Jansen. Duplicate
include one son, Dennis Nyltnd;
games. Several fishing parties trustees.
Mr. and Mrs. William Aukeman,
ft#
prizes were presented to the brideThe
executive
board
of
the
two daughters, Mr*. Harry Vanwere features of this week. Other
Alnora, Julaine and Daryl, visited Dinner, Soeitd Meet
elect
Woman's
Study
Club
met
at
the
der Tuuk, and Mrs. James Overactivitiesplanned for the week
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. LeonAttendingwere Mesdamea
Staged ky Stniy Creep
are movies and a potluck supper. home of Mrs. C. Hansen, the beek of Hamilton; seven grandard Van Ess, recently.
George Jansen, John Dykstra,
president,
last
Friday
afternoon
Spendinganother week here are
children; five great-grandchildren;
Mr. and Mrs. Groeneveld and
Members of Our Lady of Good Charles Overbeek, Harman Janto appoint committees and make two sisters, Mrs. Fannie Lemmen
. Mr. and ' Mrs. E. Trostle and
daughter and their father, William
Counsel Study Group of St Fran- ie* Ben Jansen, Ralph Hyma,
plans
for
activities
of
the
1954-55
and Miss Dena Lemmen both of
Linda of Picqua, Ohio; Mr. and
Hoekstra of Grand Rapids, were da De Sales Church held a dinner Johh R Jansen, Fred Bourns*
v"
Mrs. Earl Davis, Judy and Jack seaaon. Present were Mrs. Han- Grand Rapida; and one brother
visitingat the home of Mr. and Thunday evening at Cumarford’s
iff v ttyjA
Henry Bourns* James Voss, John
of Troy, Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. sen, Mrs. H.D. Strabbing, Mrs. John Lemmen.
Mrs. LeoanaredVan Ess lut Sat- Restaurant
Storing and Misses Graos Storing
Donald
Stehower,
Mrs.
Kenneth
Funeral services will be held
R. C. Haimann of Chicago.The
urday afternoon.
Following the dinner the group and Joan Dykstra.
Wally Domg family will spend Heuvelman, Mrs. Earl Kennedy Friday at Ver Lee Funeral Home
John Henry Veltema spent a wu entertained at the home of
^the remainder of the summer at and Mrs. Henry Funckes. In with the Rev. William Haverweeks’ furlough at the home of Mrs. Joseph Fabiano. Games were
Endes, N. M, wu • "WroMT
September
when
meetings
will
kamp officiating. Burial will be
Maple
v
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy played and refreshments served by
town for the cowpunchen in tha
Newly-arrived guests Include be resumed the club expects to in East, Saugatuck Cemetery.
Veltema and family.
the hosteu.
early days. The town had regular
Friends may meet the family
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morrison, celebrate the 25th anniversary of
Meetings win be resumed in Sunday noming burials for those
its
organization.
Janet and Jimmy, and Mr. and
Wednesday and Thursday evenThe Texas longhorn cattle is of September with Mrs. Earle
who had been too alow oa tot
Mrs. Joe Lugten accompanied ing from 7 to 9.
Mrs. Martin De Boer, Marty,
Spanish origin.
Wright u the new leader.
draw.
Karen and Sue.
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Castle Park
The season’s first play reading
will be given at Castle Park
Amphitheatretonight at 8:30.

J

j

Couple to Observe 50th Anniversary
_

M

.

59

'•<‘•”4!

Mrs. Bernard Jay Stremler
Following a wedding trip to Church
‘ In
‘ Saline.
~
The bride is the
Canada Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jay former Thelma Wahl, daughter of
Stranlri* are making their home Mr. and Mrs. David Wahl of Saline. The groom’s parents are Mr.
at 90 Weet 18th St The couple
and Mrs. Jacob Stremler, 150
wu married July 10 In St Paul’s West 16th St

Sally Brown Is directing the production, "Miranda"an amusing
comedy which take* place in the
London home
a successful
doctor and his wife. Complications
develop when a pretty and* unusual house gueat arrives for a
month’s visit In the cast are
Robin Muzzy,
’, June Du Bois, Faye
wrown, Gayle Yanson, Janet Mueller, Carter W. Brown, John Wag
ner and Phil Harold. On the
•tage crew are Amby Holford,
Cynthia Laing, Silvia Du Bois,
Susan Eliott and G. Jones.
Milhaud’s "Suite Francalse"

of

Borculo
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)

The Rev Robert Evenhuis hu
declined the call extendedto him

“

Martin De Has* Gerben Kuyera
and Henry Weaver transported
the Spanish Amerdans from this
vicinity to church in Holland

day

Sun-

aftemoo*

by the Fulton Church of Illinois.
A large number of childrenfrom
JThe Annaul Church picnic will this vicinity are attending the
be held Aug. 4 at the conference vacation Bible school this week at
.grounds.

and Franck’s "Symphony In D
minor” will be features of the

the North Holland Reformed
The Rev. and Mr* R. Evenhuis church.
•re on their vacation. Seminarian
Little Ravinia concert Thursday
John Bergsma had charge of the
•t 8:15 on the Dance Dune.
PUadi Rot Guilty
services, lut Sunday.
Castle guests will enjoy a conA new address is, A/3c Jona- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
cert by Holland's'famous windthan Blauwkamp,A. F. 16 463- Morris Brown of Grand Have*
mill chorus Friday night at 8
.... and Mrs,
C Riemtrvno
24; 8402 S.TD. Sqd*, Box 222, pleaded not guilty to a charge of
in the Amphitheatre.
Mr. and Mr*. John C Riemer- are life long members of Central
assault ahd battery, when arraignKeesler
A. F. B., Mississippi.
number of spontaneous sma of route 3, Holland, are plan- Avenue Christian Reformed
Mr. and Mr* Gerrit G. Essen- ed In Municipal Court Tuesday
"sings" In the Castle lobby have ning to hold open house Thurs- Church.
burg announce the birth of a afternoon and wu released on his
been drawing large groups of day, July 22, in celebration of
The Riemersmu are parents of daughter, bom July 14.
own recognizance.-Trial hu been
Castle parkers with a display of their 50th wedding anniversary. one ao* Andrew Riemersma of
outstandingvocal talent. Amby They will receive relatives, Council Bluffs, low* and five
Laat Wednesday evening a aet for July 29 at 2 pm.. Brown,
Holford is searching for such tal- friends and neighbors at their daughters, Mr* Cora Sternberg, h*»ewanning party wu held at who wu arrested by city police,
ent for the Castle Capers show. home from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 Mn. Julia Speet and Mrs. Leona the home of Mr. and Mn. Henry allegedlycommitted the assult
and battery upon Peter DeCook.
Tryouts were held Monday night p.m.
De Jonge, all of Holland. Mn. Austhof and family.
in the latter's home at 101 FrankIS Will SOOn be underMrs. Rlemersma, the former HenriettaHirdis of Zeeland and
Douglas Lamer,, infant son of lin St, Monday morning.
The show will be
Gertie V
30 and highlight
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lamer, underand
went
R.,
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Sdcide Notes

A Big, Beautiful and Genial City
Written by Small

Read

Court

in

Introductionof 'four suicidenotes

room

in Detroit the day after he

shot and killed Jules Lack, 45-yearold New York industrialist, in Allegan county May 29, were introduced as evidence Thursday afternoon
just before the defendant took the
stand.
Virtually all spectators wept as
Defense Attorney Leo W. Hoffman
read the four notes, two very brief
ones to his parents, a longer one
to his wife and one addressedto
his three sons, Steve, Billy and
Clifford.

The latter one read:
“Dear Boys:
“This is a fine heritage I’m
leaving you. A scrawled note and
a little insurance money. There’s
no logical explanation except that
I don’t want to live any more.
“Your pop is not a coward. This
took courage. I know I am committing a sin against God, but
every human has this one outlet
if he sees fit. I’m not a sage, but
here^s a few words of advice.
“Watch out for too much money.
It’s just chocolate covered trouble. You don’t own anything. You
have to leave” it behind. When
you’re 21, I want you to become
Masons and live by its code. '
“Don’t compromise your principles even if you are battered on
.

life’s trails.

Some have

it.

Some

don’t, and I guess I didn’t. Ijd like

you

to think I really wasn’t V

baa
and myself.
“When you grow up, work at
something you enjoy. I hope my
life was not in vain. Maybe I helped someone,somewhere. It’s good
to get a bloody nose as you go
along. I never got any, and
couldn’t take it
“All my love, eternally. Your
fellow,

KENNETH SMALL'S father and

mother crowded inside

the

heart attack there Tuesday. Cameras flashed wildly in the court

court

by insanityverdict was announced. The elder Small returned to

room during the

brief demonstrationof joy. The brood bqck
between the elder Small is that of Defense Attorney Leo W.

the court room Friday for the first time since he suffered a slight

(Sentinel photo)

enclosure to see their son os soon as possible when the acquittal

* *

* + *

Hoffman.

*
Hidst,

Sidelights of Trial
Court Reporter Den Vender “tickets" to the first 50 to apWerf had one of the roughest jobs pear.
•'Why didn’t you give them your
at the Small trial During the
five days he filled five notebooks campaign card and write ‘admit
and estimated he took about 20,- one provided you vote for me’?"
000 words of testimony. The first a reporter joked.
“That wouldn’t be fair to the
day, his common ailment (a blister on- his little finger of his opposition,’’ the sheriffsaid.
right hand) appeared.He nursed a sore pinkie all week.

The going was

particulary
rough during the appearance of
Dr. Small, who spoke in short
fast clipped sentences. Mrs.
Small’s testimony also was rapid.
Perhaps the hardest to write
was the expert testimonyby five
'psychiatrists—all of whom use
words a bit out of the ordinary
run. Dan has his own tricks. He
has an easy way of Writing “psychiatrist'’but it’s those derivations and technicalterms that
make it rough.

A

long press table with room
for about 15 reporters was placed
just inside the rail in the spectator's gallery. Detroit reporters
staked out seats closest to the
door— and to their direct telephone line to Detroit Both Chicago and Detroit papers had sent
a couple of women reporters for
sob stuff-and they had plenty of
material to wrok on.
In the course of testimony, it
was brought out that Dr. Small
had left a sports section of the
Detroit Free Press together with
a Saturday Evening Post in the
room he rented before continuing
his search for Lade.
The Free Press man took a bow.

Beaverdam

Main Ante

Fumble

in

Games

Flayed Tuesday
Oh, woe are the leaden ia City
Softball League.

Mr. and Mrs. Small the defend- 1 Once-beatenHulst Broa., riding
ant’s parents, sat in an adjoining a substantial league margin, bit
room waiting for the jury to re- the dust Tuemay night. And addturn. Mr. Small said he prayed ing insult to injur? it was mediconstantly. ‘Tm a very religious ocre Vandenberg Buick that pull
man and I pray every morning ed the 1(K7 upset,
and night,” he
| But that wasn’t all Main Auto,
currently right near the top and
The waiting crowd was swelled I the only team to beat Hulst Bros
by several teenagers during the Holland.

said.

only to

Mom

loving father.”.

vote.

Hzinga-Volkers,

Bowman’s Cop Win

The letters were introduced during testimony given by Dr. Robert singlesin three trips to the plate.
Diskin of Detroit, a brother-in-law In the nightcap Elzinga-Volkers
of Dr. Small,, who was one of four put together three runs in the secpersons to visit Small's room -in ond inning and that was enough as
Hotel Detroiter the day after the Hilltop was held to lone runs in
murder. He said he found a small the first and second innings.
paper covered book entitled “Wake
L. Stegink and Wayne Nykamp
to 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Comeal Vereek Up and Live” by Dorothea Brande. had a pair of singlesfor the winspent Thursday with their sister, The book with several lines under- ners, while the five Hill Top hits
Mrs. Cenie Vereeke in Zeeland lined also was introduced as evi- were scattered among as many
players.Dave Bosch went all the
and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Huyser dence.
Dr. Small testified later he ob- way for Elzinga-Volkers. Wierda
were afternoon visitors there.
At the school board meeting atltained the book after his wife had and Kaat shared mound duties for
Sherboume school last Monday bunted him that he didn’t know the losers allowing six, hits.
night, H. Tiethof was chosen for how to live and should learn
Director to replace Bert Zoet live big.
The accused dentistsaid he was ville he put the gun to his head to
whose term expired.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman not sure just when he wrote the shoot himself.
and Mrs. Alfred Bowmart and notes, but he was intent upon kill- “Then f thought of the boys and
Laupie attended the Schuiteman ing himself, though not in the I just couldn’t,”he said.
family reunion at Jamestown hotel He said he had left the gun
Control of insets
recent
Spring Grove last Saturday after- in the car at the .time he wrote
noon. They also called' on Mrs the letters. Several times on his years has added a third to U.S.
Fannie Bowman at her home in wild trip across the state to Fenn- potato production per acre.

Elzinga in South Blendon Reformwas one.
Then came a third inning Hulst ed church Saturday.
The Golden Chain Union picnic
will remember for' a long time.
Vandenberg’s Paul Fortney led off was held at Spring Grove, Jamesand was safe on an error. Ron town, Tuesday evening. There will
Fortney banged out a home to be no regular C E. Wednesday
'
[center field. That was two more
Picnic
The members of the Home
With two out Ron Israels skfm.
med a homer to center for another Economics group will have a picGRAND HAVEN (Special) one< Three straight walks loaded nic at Kollen Park tonight HusThe annual Ottawa County picnic the bases and two men scoring on bands and children will be guests.
Choir members will have a
will be held at Camp Pottawat- Jud Vender Zwaag’a single. Antomie on Wednesday, Aug. 1L All other man slipped in on a passed beach party Friday night Husbands, wives and friends of mem-
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bers are invited.
Visitors at the home of Mr. and
are invited to the day’s outing, The margin mounted in the fifth Mrs. Harry Bowman Friday night
which will commence at 11 a.m. inning when singles by Rich Wol were Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vliem
The basket lunch will be served ters and Bill Fortney paved the and children. Nancy, Dick, Jerry
\
at noon, followed by games for way for another Vandenberg run and Johnny from Holland Center,
One of the funniestincidents all ages. Ice cream, lemonade and And again in the sixth Ron Fort- S.D., Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Slag,'
happened Thursday when crowds coffee will be furnished by the ney waiked, later scoring on an in- Mr. and Mrs. John Lappenga,Mrs.

^

r T
011 Pa^ Fortney'”
the supervisors and their families,
lhe innlng; ^ven mm,. Total for

FOR

'

Governor
REPUBLICAN

LEONARD

t:

2. Promotion of a prosperous economy for everyone

xsissj^-.

______

'

1

i

—

labor, farmers,

3) More efficiencyin state activities and elimination of waste.

•

State Police Commfssioner.1947 • 1952.

•

Member Wayne County Board of

4.*

A balanced budget.

5.

The

lowest possible taxes consistent with the operation of a sound

and efficientstate government.
6. Fair distributionof the tax burden.

sors.

1952

-

Supervi7.

1954.

A

firm prison administration headed by a

man

experienced in penal

problems.

•

State Fuel Administrator. 1943 - 1943.

•

State Director of Civil Defense. 1943 - 1951.

8.

A

better construction and maintenance program on both oik state

trunkline and farm-to-marketroad systems.
9. An improved conservation program to profnote the scientific develop-

•

Detroit Police Commissioner.1952 • 1954.

•

Chairman of Permanent

c

mittee, representing Michigan

•

10.

of our fish, wildlife

An expanded

and inland waterways.

tourist and resort program to fully utilize Michigan'i

great potential as a vacationland.

circuit

judges, prosecuting attorneys, police chiefs

and

ment

Legislative Com-

sheriffs.

11. Prevention of Federal control over state and

11

.

*

the

small businessmen, industry.

I

•

ALL

people of Michigan.

10 New

Wmm

Says:

1. Michigan needs a governor who works for the interestsof

;

Shown

Elect

LEONARD

j

Florence Galien, Martin Vliem
field error.
rushed the court room doors and committee.
Those in charge of the picnic in the Hulst half of the sixth, from Holland, Mr. and Mrs.!
broke a window. Mrs. Mabel McEverett Takken of Jamestown,
Murray, 75, of Allegan, who had Include Adrian Oudbier of the the leaders struck back briefly.
been attendingall the sessions, Health Department,general chair- With two out, Kearney Zoerhoff Mr. and Mrs. Gerben Kuyere, Bonwas pushed part way through the man; Margaret Hopkins of the was ^fe on a fielder’s choice.Ron nie and Marcia from Borculo and
window. She was not hurt but treasurer’s office, vice chairman, Weatherbee singled and both scor- Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman and
and Catherine Crane, of the Uj on a home nm to left field by daughter, Laurie Ann.
felt faint
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Vereeke
Sheriff Runkel cleared the county juvenile division of pro- gob York,
in the seventh Hulst gave Van- spent a day last week with Purlin
court room. Then he returned and bate court, secretary-treasurer.
Katherine Headley is chairman denberg a real thrill as singles by Vereeke’s family on State St.
asked *Ts there a doctor in the
of the publicity committee, Char- Glenn Nykamp and Dale Hulst, a road.
house.’*
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman
Principals and the press corps lotte Vokal, deputy register of triple by Kaz Kalman and A1 Veltand baby were supper guests at
smiled. There were about 15, probate,food, Richard Machiele,hujs. horne run aCcounted for
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
dentists milling around, five psy- agricultural agent, program, and (our ^n ragy.
chiatristsand one psychologist.A Leona Postma of the treasurer's gob Fortney was touched for De Boer in Forrest Grove Sunday.
psychiatristfinally volunteered office, nominating committee. seven hits and took the win. Dale
The Board of Supervisors,at its Hu]st gave way to Bob Vork but
his services.
last session, granted the request took the loss for Vandenberg.The
Varieties
As the long hours waned during of the employes that the Court |patr flowed eight hits.
the jury deliberations,
the crowds House be closed on that day.
In the opener Jay Hop homered
became restive and perhaps in a
with one on in the second to put
nibbling mood. The candy machNorth Holland into a lead they Of Alfalfa
ines were empty, the coke machnever gave up. From there until
ines were empty and cigarettes
the sixth Inning it was a pitchers
Farmers who use alfalfa for pasduel as Don Berkompas was hurl
were running low.
One Alleganitewent home for a
ing three hit ball for North Hol- ture will be interested in the results
dozen bottles of coke for his
land.
of the Overstate Alfalfa Variety
In the sixth Hank Siersma Demonstrations, points out Leyton
group. As he walked past some
bombed one of Jason Ebels pitches
people waiting in the court room
Nelson Michigan State College ex
over the left field fence for the
he jokingly said, ‘Tee cold coke,
tension farm crops specialist
third
ana
final
North
Holland
run
35 cents a bottle."
Ten of the more promisingnew
But three runs were enough as
One of the court house Janitors
'
the Autos’ seventh inning rally varieties,along with the familiar
was fdfesighted.He had a carton
varieties,are planted at five locastalled after pushing in one run
of cigarettes,and the crowd was
Berkompas backed by some tions in Lower Michigan.
paying up to 40 cents a pack.
Included are new varieties like
red hot fielding was credited with
Vernal—
from Wisconsin;Rhizoraa
the three hit win while Ebels
The five-hour wait was partiand Nomad from the Northwest;
gave up five safeties in losing.
cularly hard on the loyal group
and Atlantic and Marragansett
of Detroiters who had rallied
from the East. They are shown in
around Ken Small from the day
Two Yotmfsten Admit
comparison with Ladah, Hardigan
the trial opened. As the period
and Ranger, the Michigan standlengthened they were beginning to
Thefts at Girl’s Camp
MIDSHIPMAN CORNELIUS T. VEBbys for the northern areas, for
despair,and when the verdict was
MUBLEN, itudvat ert lit UJ. Moral
Two Holland brothers, aged 10 short-time stands and for wilt refinally announcedat 1:42 a.m.
and 12, admitted to Ottawa sistance,respectively.
they couldn’t contain themselves. Academy, recelrti
at hit damage canfrol ttatk*
Forage crops breeders are deCounty deputies Tuesday to tak
Women were in tears, relatives call
during a drill which simulates a
veloping varieties which have
ing a variety of items valued
were crying and friends pressed lire. Midshipman Vennurlen,sou
making
$125 over a two-week period from growth characteristics
forward to congratulate the deel Mr. and Mrs. Cornelias f. Verfended— who also was In tears murlea ol 549 Slate SL was qtadm- Camp Anna Behrens, south of them easier to manage for pasture
advises Nelson. For example, some
Port Sheldon.
and smiles. It was quite different at*d Iron lhe UJ. Moral PreparaThe
stolen
goods
included of these varietieshave the ability
from the midnight scene when the
tory School in 1951 and Is
watches, alarm clocks, knives to spread either from roots or from
jury returned for further instruc- midshipmen who embarked at Mo*
dishes, mirrors, and suitcases. undergroundstems similar to
tions. That time, after they left
folk. Va« Is If ships cruising to
Officers said the boys at first quackgrass. In addition, some of
he put his head down on bis desk,
European wafer* os (he sanuser’s
denied taking anything but, later them have deeper crowns; this
utterly spent
first midshipmen train! , ____
admitted knowing where the makes them less susceptibleto
cisei.The ships will risH Portugal
trampling injury fey livestock.
Sheriff Welter Runkri had an
Spain, Seif lam and the Netherlands stolen items were hidden.
The youngsters led police into
easy solution to handling crowds before rt turning to Norfolk Aug. 9.
woods near the camp until they Geysers in Iceland can be coaxed
on the last day of £
- trial
Approximately 300,000 tons of came to an open clearing. The with a bar of soap to erupt for vimaterial were used in the con- materials were all hidden under sitors. Dumped in a crater, the
atnictkm of the Empire Stale a large canvass. The canvass also soap breaks surface tension and the
geyser performs satisfactorily.
had, been Haim from the

-

DonaldS.

Comity Employes

dTh

FOR GOOD SERVICE

in

I
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— •anions.

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Ronald Bekins, Jim Huyser,
Esther Huyser and Judy Vereek
spent the past week at Camp
Geneva. The Rev. J. Weener also
was counselor there from July 11

hallway.

possible for

to go to watch the Spanish
Congress to one of ita infrequent

my

waning hours Saturday.Ap- Hulst even had to come from
parently they had just come in behind to lose by an honorable
off dates because several couples margin. Vandenbergthird basewere hoted. The throng overflow- man Norm .Tapinga slapped out a Jamestown.
Many relativesand friends at
ed the court room and crowed the single in the second frame and
scored on an infield error. That tended the funeral service of Nick

Planning

k was

me

Ambassador
*
Spain, July 17
There are two striking differThe official, but very enjoyable, ences between their Congressand
businessof being an Ambassador ours. Theirs has but one house,
toQ Madrid is now demanding all while ours has the Senate and
time. This year Holland, Representatives.Here there is no
separationof church and state,
through its Community Ambassaor of the military and state. There
dor is td know the big beautiful, are two generals and two bishops
and genial dty of Madrid, Spain. who s^e members of the Cortes.
The dty is big— it has some two I saw and met the first and only
million inhabitants.It has count- woman member of the Cortes.
FVT. JOHN H. OVEBWEG has a*
less wide, long streets and boule- Perhaps the reason there is but
rlred in Europe and Is mrrlng
vards. It is the capital of Spain, one is because in Spain women ^
with ibo U. S. Amy in Gsmanj.
the resident of Generalissimo don’t
Ho Is with tbo military pallet on
*
Franco and his minister!.
iht iron curtain border ol CsechThe other members of my famiThe
dty
is
beautiful—
there
are
osJorakianear Austria. Prt Orly are, of course my mother, who
enreg entered sorrlct Dec. 14. many huge plazas with fountains. met me, when I first arrived,,
There is the great Royal Palace with tears in her eyes. I have two
1953 and received basic trainingat
of Spain, one of the biggest brothers, 27-year-old-Hector,and
Port Enos. Kyu he/ore doing overpalaces in the world. It was forseas. Ho Is a son oi Mr. and Mrs.
23-year-old Fernando. Hector is
mally the residence of the kings
Htnry Ovenreg, 215 West Mean artist. Hi* excellent oils and
ffinley.Zeeland.His now addross
Last Sunday we toured its sketches hang all over our sixIs Prt. /phn H. Ovenreg, U. S.
gorgeous grounds.
room apartment. He works in a
55442247,,Co. C 1st Bn. 24 A/c
The dty is genial— everywhere tile shop, making beautiful tiles
RogU APO 114 e/o Postmaster, people smile. The other day, right
for tables and decorations.
Mow York. M.Y. i
on the Metro (Subway) there was
The brother closest to me is
a group of people singing and Fernando, who is in the Spanish
dancing.
army. Hebe they are required to
Unlike many large U.S. dties, serve one year, but Fernando
it’s impossible to be a stranger serves in Madrid, so it is a little
among people. After spending one more than a job. I have a sister
night in Paris, we took the train
too, but at present she is m
to Madrid and during the night
Northen Spain.
a group of Gypsies entered our
Language has been no barrier.
car. Although we didn’t sleep all
‘Paul Mack turned in a two hit night, for fear of robbery, we and with this city and my family
performance Tuesday night at found the gypsies intriguing and it has begun to be a very rewarding summer.
Bowman’s toppled R E. Morse 6-2 colorful. Much talk led to good
relations and they too began to
in American Legion Junior basesing and dance right on the Report Theft at Church
ball at Riverview Park.
train. This is then Madrid: big,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - ReThe young right hander struck beautiful and genial
port of a $750 theft from First Presout 12 batters,and allowed only
But, it is even more than that
byterian Church Tuesday afternoon
two walks in notching the win.
to me, for it contains my already
Meanwhile his mates were beloved family, the family of was under investigationby police
pounding out six hits off Paul Mbnuel Muro, a book distributor. •today. The money, in bills, silver,
Northuls,two of the/n doubles. That fiery, but gentle, little man, and checks, had been counted, put
Bowman scored twice in the third, my father, does more than re- in a bag, and placed on a shelf in
fourth and sixth innings.
ceive and distributebooks to the the church office on Franklin St.
Nienhuis and Brower had the Spanish speaking world; he is a Further detailswere lacking.The.
doubles, while Mack contributed
member of the Protectorate of the Rev. Wallace Robertson, pastor,
two solid singlesto his own cause.
declined comment, saying he hoped
Cortes Espanolas.
Morse scored in the second and
That is similar to our national the matter would be closed soon
fourth innings.Dick Den Uyl was
big man bt the plate with two

MADRID,

found in Dr. Kenneth Small's hotel

Senate. Thus,

By K. Dob Jacobuss®
Holland’sCommunity

Member of State Bar and American Bar
Association.

Complete unity of action

local governfient.

in Lansing. It is not in the public interest

that Michigan should have a DemocraticGovernorand a Republican

Legislature. /

.

uNothing that is morally wrong can he politically right”

GOVERNOR
DONALD S. LEONARD
for

b« sure to vote
primary

AUGUST

in

3rd
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